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AEONIC PLASMA
is an alloy

Derivative upon derived dioxide limit inverts.
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DERIVATIVE ION 
is a plastic

Designated variable magnesium derivative upon
invariable nitrate inversion designates field.
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INVERSE DIOXIDE 

is a glass

Return upon invariable sulfate derivative upon
static alkaline threshold defines stasis.
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CHAPTER IV
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REFLEX INVERSION
is a mirror

Determined magnesium differential upon static
sulfate derivative defines instantaneous ionic

derivative.
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CHAPTER V
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DIMENSIONAL INTEGRITY SOAP 
is a soap

Differential upon sodium threshold upon chloride
derivative instantaneously defines variable

potassium frequency.
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CHAPTER VI
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MAA
currency and economic security encryption

Interval upon integer of variant designation
denies congruent rationalization.

Derivative upon absolute field measures one.

Denial upon variant frequency defines variable.

Dimension of field returns.

Postulate upon variant integer defines juncture.
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CHAPTER VII
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AIVOQ
frequency calibration tool

Designated field upon matrice of invariable stasis
of prelocated vestige of determinant influx of

insequential derivative of instantaneous pressure
dislocates upon axis of determined variance of

static dimension.

Influx beyond determinant variance of designated
measure defines incongruent field of determined

matrice.

Prelocation upon variable static function
designates field.
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CHAPTER VIII
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WAVE FUNCTION CONSTANT

Derivative upon variant frequency derives
variable.

Pressure upon inexact dimension of threshold of
juncture derives absolute.
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ECONOMICS
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CHAPTER I
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DISEQUITY INBORN REPRISE

Postulate upon integral value reposed upon
determinant influx of determined variance denies
differential of dislocated function and designated

absolute.

Interval of static limit and differential of field
denies instantaneous juncture of deposition.

Absolute vestige upon variant limit defines
congruence.

Postulate upon interval of static threshold of inert
measure defines instantaneous juncture of return.

Differential upon inert threshold of congruent
deposition of absolute defines value.
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CHAPTER II
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ZERO CONSTITUTION ENTROPY

Dissemination upon division of static propriety
rectified upon dissolution of integral return

defines all but the instantaneous frequency of
interval of determined measure.

Postulate upon return of stasis in prelocated field
of intermediate definition enters congruent value.

Magnitude upon differential of destitute
threshold of intermediary form enters disjunction

upon refrain of instantaneous quotient.

Premise upon differential of static resolve and
interval of measure defines absolute.
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CHAPTER III

34



REQUISITE PROPERTY

Indeterminant force upon disjunction of variable
measure defines intermittent stasis of integral

return.

Postulate upon frequency of determined variable
limit enters instantaneous congruence.

Interval upon dissemination of derived absolute
of threshold upon recourse denies variance.

Force denied upon axis of determinant variance
of static quotient of variable designation enters

interval.
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CHAPTER I
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THE ABSOLUTE TIME INQUIRY

Justification upon premise of determined
threshold of field defers measure.

Instantaneous limit upon return of juncture of
determinant defines congruence.

Postulate upon differential of field and interval of
limit enters value.

Determinant return upon threshold of field denies
variance.

Congruence upon dimension of integral postulate
denies value.

Postulate upon integral return enters quotient.
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CHAPTER II
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DEFINITIVITY

Postulate upon return of dissemination of value
defers measure.

Postulate upon dimension of inert threshold of
axiom defines incongruence.

Dislocation upon interval of value enters refrain.

Dissemination of threshold of postulate upon
deference of interval defines value.
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ENGINEERING
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CHAPTER I
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OXYGEN INFLUX

Interdimensional reflex upon dysfunction of
variable congruence of static pressure upon

derived photonic limit enters invariable
determined axis.

Disjunction of force upon determined dislimit of
constant interval upon derived dimensional

pressure accelerates.

Inertia of static derivative upon juncture of
quotient of variable frequency enters dioxide.
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CHAPTER II
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THE TRANSOCEANIC PASS

Sequential measure juxtaposed beyond
incongruent displaced variant dimension of
vestige of proximate field enters recourse.

Prelocation upon intermittent value reposed
beyond field defines congruence.

Proximate axis deposed beyond dissension of
limit rectifies upon indeterminant value.

Prelocation upon indeterminant longitudinal
dislocation of measure enters variant intermittent

value beyond vestige of proximate analogous
juxtaposition of interval of stasis of congruent

axis.

Limit unjuxtaposed beyond variant field defines
pressure.
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Indeterminant value reposed beyond invariable
pressure defines measure upon dissension of

variable static measure.

Postulate upon variant axis of indeterminant
dislocation of rectified measure enters

intermittent stasis.

Limit denied upon congruent interval of static
field enters gravitational variance upon

dissension of interval of juxtaposed absolute.

Return upon interval of inverse static field and
indeterminant pressure measures variant

frequency beyond interval of static measure of
indeterminant field.

Juxtaposition upon frame of interval of postulate
of inert frequency and insequential variant

dimension returns.
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Measure inborn upon pressure of static
differential of interval of instantaneous measure

of congruent field displaces threshold upon
insequential derivative of instantaneous axis.

Displaced invariable dimension of static repose
denied upon instantaneous derivative of
displacement of static field enters one.
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CHAPTER III

48



THE DERIVATIVE

Prelocated variance upon fission of denial of
integral absolute defines incongruent dimension

of inert acceleration.

Postulate upon variant dislimit upon invariable
field enters differential of stasis and prelocation

of inert dimension.

Acceleration upon integral dimension denies
absolute.

Inert static field upon variant dimension of
incongruent displaced measure defines variance.

Pressure upon displaced threshold of definition of
recourse of interval of intermediary pressure

dislocates.

Postulate upon integral measure denies threshold.
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Gravitational field upon indeterminant variant
limit returns.

Postulate upon indeterminant field inverts upon
differential of entropy and instantaneous return of

static acceleration.

Pressure upon displaced measure inverts upon
definition of congruent dimension of longitudinal

matrice of gravitational return.

Pressure dislimits integral postulate beyond
inverse threshold of denial of static quotient.

Pressure upon dissension of threshold of inverse
variable field enters derivative.
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ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE

The limit inborn upon the posterity of a limit
unborn beyond the frequency of measure in the
limited matrice of a denoted and invariable flux
of determined and resolved restitute proximity

denotes the plausibility of the measure to be born
unbeyond the limit of the nocturnal and

immeasurable limit inborn beyond the sequence
of the deliverance from the posterity inborn
beyond the sequential and immeasurable.

Determined vestige of approximate restitution
beyond proximate designated variable of

frequency inverts.

Determined variance upon integral pressure
disjunction upon definition of stasis designates

invariable dislimit.
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Postulate upon integral reprisal of designated
field denies congruence.

Deference upon integral value defines
instantaneous return.

Interval upon dissension of integral field defines
inertia.
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ARTIFICIAL ECOSYSTEM

Limit unborn beyond the justification of a limit
proximity of nature determines the limit inborn

upon a frequency of matrice of form of
interpreted dimension of juxtaposed variable, the
limit of invariable determinant of measure, the

limit of interpreted nature sequential in the
variable of the matrice of the limit of a

consequential and indeterminate limit of variable
limit.

Congruent determined variable of frequency of
determined measure of static pressure aligns in

congruent and measured determined axis.

Integer upon dimension of stasis and differential
of incongruent pressure and invariable threshold

of axis determines pressure.
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Acceleration upon determinant influx of static
return of instantaneous interval derives congruent

threshold of inert value.

Postulate upon inverse measure of variable
dimension defines entropy.
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VOLUME I
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THE VESSEL 
aircraft

The interval of determined frequency and
unjuxtaposed divergence of static and resounding

value influx upon the dislocated limit.

The limit inborn upon interval of dimension of
rectified sequence of determined influx of

velocity determines pressure.
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TRANSPORT 
freight spacecraft

The result of determined influx upon a returning
value inverts a static return upon the vestige of an

invariable and indetermined magnitude beyond
the vestige of instantaneous release upon the

frequency of limit.

The measure juxtaposed beyond the frequency of
a static return of instantaneous velocity

determines the sequence of determined limit.
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THE ARC 
personnel spacecraft

The displacement and unjuxtaposed determined
variable and inversion upon a limit of resounding
frequency determines the value inborn upon an

influx delivered upon the static and
immeasurable impact.

The influx upon a determined limit of static
frequency of result of designated sequence of

return determines interval.
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THE REQUIEM 
solitary spacecraft

The return of displaced frequency of return
denotes and inverts the static limit of one.

Inversion upon the sequence of a determined
limit of pressure denotes static designation.
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THE HARMONIK 
scouting spacecraft

The measure inborn upon a limit exceeds the
limit displaced upon a static interval upon the

dislocation of inversion.

The measure dislocated upon the variable limit of
dissension returns.
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THE DETERMINANT 
labor spacecraft

In static limit the displacement upon a threshold
of inversion denotes value.

Interval of result of return of dislocated pressure
of instantaneous velocity designates

instantaneous measure.
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THE MATRICE 
research spacecraft

The determined value inborn upon a limit
exceeds one.

Variable of limit determines the pressure
denoting frequency of static release.
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THE VOYAGE 
recreational spacecraft

The resolved and incongruent value of one is the
inversion of a static and finite dispersion of

frequency.

Pressure upon sequence of dissension of inborn
static designation of limit denotes frequency.
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THE INFLUX 
transorbital spacecraft

The measure denoted upon a inverted and
juxtaposed result of immeasurable constant and

inverted frequency of determined value resounds
and instantaneously determines force.

The determined force rectified of threshold of
dissension determines variable.
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THE MYTH 
watercraft

The dislocated limit of unjuxtaposed and
instantaneous result of dislocated pressure

determines the variable upon the dislocation and
influx upon the static release of determined force.

Pressure determined of variable static sequence
of determined velocity determines frequency.
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THE REMNISCIENCE 
personal watercraft

In static determined force upon invariable and
unjuxtaposed deliverance upon a static measure,

the limit inborn upon proper value denotes
resistance and instantaneous frequency of limit
juxtaposed upon the invalid and inversion of

proper frequency.

The static determined limit upon a variable of
dissension and frequency of inverse rectified

pressure denotes velocity.
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THE MIRAGE 
submarine

The determined force upon a limit inborn upon a
threshold of unlimited value unjuxtaposed upon a
determined and invalid disparity of limit denotes

finite and instantaneous release.

The inborn static return of limit of dissension
determines the pressure determined of variable

force.
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THE VISION 
personal submarine

In the determined resistance upon a threshold of
inverse fluctuation, the determined variable is

undone and inverted upon a static measure.

Inborn upon the limit of dissension of static
return of displaced inverse frequency, the

velocity of return determines pressure.
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72



A GUIDE TO SPACE TRAVEL

Juncture upon inverse determinant of threshold
upon determined field enters dislocation.

Pressure upon instantaneous quotient of static
interval upon derivative of polarity defines

juncture.

Inert dislimit upon frequency of instantaneous
pressure enters inverse determined limit.

Congruence upon postulate of function of
acceleration defines force.

Inert value upon integral dimension upon derived
threshold of pressure defers measure.

Limit disjunction upon variable function of
determined field dislocates.

Quotient upon inversion of static return defines
congruence.
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PART V

EVOLUTION
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CHAPTER I

75



THE ANTIBODY

Intermittent value upon dimension of integral
axis of instantaneous indeterminant of

gravitational interval denies incongruence upon
deference of dissemination of lipid directive upon

instantaneous quotient of static determined
nucleus vestige of atrophy.

Interval upon instantaneous measure of nucleic
determined variance enters instantaneous inertia.

Prelocated measure upon interval of static
mitochondria pressure upon dislocated membrane

threshold of inert dissolution defines rational
inversion upon intermittent field of dimensional

isolation.

Instantaneous congruence upon derivative of
mitochondria quotient of static juncture of

dioxide entropy enters frequency.
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CHAPTER II

77



SEXCODE

Prerequisite remand upon inverse determined
postulate upon integral variance of designated form

enters designation upon interval of prelocated
vestige of dissemination of function.

Inert justification upon determinant recourse denies
value.

Instantaneous quotient upon derivative of inert
congruence of deferred absolute of limit defines

instantaneous denotation.

Congruence upon interposed variant dimension of
recourse defines interval.

Postulate upon invariable threshold of denial of
static juncture of instantaneous frequency of

determined form enters dislocation.

Prelocation upon interval of static juncture of
interposition of congruent field derives absolute.
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CHAPTER III

79



THE NATURAL ORDER

Dislocation upon inert variant limit of static
quotient of interval upon instantaneous return

enters limit.

Pressure upon instantaneous threshold of cellular
integral field of static displacement defines

entropy.

Inert nucleus vestige of variable quotient of
instantaneous pressure dislocates.

Postulate upon inverse juncture of static integral
dimension of derived cellular measure defines

congruence.
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Pressure upon dislocated interval of dimension of
function upon dissension of cellular limit defers

interval.

Instantaneous quotient upon indeterminant field
of static function of derived nucleus threshold

upon determined pressure derives stasis.

Congruent force upon instantaneous threshold of
determined function of derivative of cellular

entropy enters field.
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CHAPTER IV

82



HOMEOSTASIS

Intermittent value upon dispersion of static
function of derived field denies interval.

Pressure upon congruent threshold of quotient of
variant frequency defines dislimit.

Derivative upon postulate of sequential measure
enters velocity upon refrain of dimensional

interval.
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50 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

86



The Secular Endorsement

In the intermediate and permanent remainder of a
nation, the limit inborn upon the threshold of

division must rest between the vary of all but the
remainder of a State of intermittent value and its
most permanent division between all religion and

all people.
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The Military Restraint

The remissal upon a valor of dignity must rest
upon the limit inborn upon the persistence of

limit, the rectitude of acquisition of preliminary
rectitude, the justice denoting all but the

acquisition of personage in the trials of the State.
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Medical Recovery

In the trials of an existing remittal of limit, the
measure born of all but the certainty of a person

must lie with the State.
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The Federal Inscription

In all but the limit of a Federal Power, the limit
inborn upon the justification of limit denotes all

but the progress denoting the sanctity of its
Congress and Judicial powers.
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The Soldier Museum

In all but the progress of a people, appropriated
upon the threshold of a sacrifice of personage,

the enduring limit must be justified.

91



The American High Council

The inborn structure of all diplomacy must
endure beyond the censure of a people, the

inborn progress demitting all progress unto the
threshold of an interpreted and incongruent body.

92



The New Education

In the censure of all inborn limit, the justification
of all realized endurance towards the end of a

measure of permittance denotes the quality of all
inborn struggle.

93



The Washington Reserve

In the deliberation upon a limit, the nations of a
people must discern the quality of their threshold

of belonging to a State.
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Infrastructure Security

The censure of a body of people must be aligned
upon the proximity of an injustice of pressure,
the dislocation upon a body of deliberate end.
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Protocol Of Abolition

The censure of an inborn dismantling of pressure
must be divided against the State.

96



Rhapsody

The inborn justice of service, the rectitude of
belonging to the quality and security of a Nation

must belong to the interpreted measure of a
fortified body.

97



Intellectual Property Treason

In the static deliberation beyond a limit of
completion, the discernment of a body of quality

must be measured beyond the limit of an
interpreted capacity.

98



The State Treatise

In the quality of a measure inborn beyond the
rectitude of a belonging to a Nation, the people

must deliver unto their remissal the quality of an
ensured and deliberate trial.

99



The Fountain Of Life

The deliberate and inconsequential measure
inborn beyond the rectitude of a State belongs to

the quality of its ensurement.

100



Labor Protocol

The return beyond a limit of censure demands the
incongruent and limited basis of a tenured and

sequential dissolution.

101



The Transfederal Trust

All body of inborn and sequential measure must
determine the value upon a limited structure, the

inborn quality of all estate.

102



Motor Barricade

The quality of a measure of insipid and reluctant
trial must belong to the State.

103



Inopportune Reckoning

The trial of dismissal must belong to a designated
limit of censure, the dismantling of quality of

ensurement the resistant and incredulous
remainder of a limit.

104



Working Class Immunity

In the trial of an absolute and incredulous
differential body of entitlement, the quality of

structure must be determined.

105



THE god

The limit inborn of service of rectitude must
belong to the personage of an immediate and

indiscerning statute of limit of the censure of the
quality of the Nation.

106



Asset Limitation

The discerning quality of a State must belong to
the treason of its incongruent and limited basis of
deterrence of static and inconsequential security.

107



The Vitality Act

The inborn surety of a limit denotes the progress
of its undertaking.

108



The Deliberation Record

In static reprisal, the limit inborn upon a
consequential limit of structure must denote the

limit of its acquisition into the limit of its
measure.

109



The Agency Of Labor Fluidity

The measure of all inborn structure of
consequence must denote the limit of its

undertaking.

110



Angel

The quality of a measure of determined value
must belong to the inopportune and decisive trial
of a body of measure denoted upon the limit of
the sanctity of the measure of all permission.

111



The Indivisible Limit

The limit inborn upon a sanctified and
remarkable injustice of the State determines the

capability and capacity of the immeasurable
sanctity to be rectified.

112



Destitute Property

The justice in the limit inborn upon the matrice
of a singularity determines not the impenetrable

destitution of a sanctity upon the seclusion of
territory.

113



Limit Of Censure

The progress attained by the capability inborn
upon the censure of illicit and simulated vestige
of favor of preliminary implicit derision of State

implies the vestige of limit.

114



Indivisive Treason

The limit inborn beyond the justification of a
censure denotes the progress attained by the

vestige born in the progress of a Nation.

115



Inborn Destitution Of Adversity

The progress attained by the sincere and
reprimanded Congress of the State determines the
censure born of a persistence limited only by the

presence of a denoted Body of State.
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Improper Vestige

The consequence of denial undoes the persistence
born of a Vestige Of State undone by the release

of a persistent measure of denoted Congress.

117



Limit Of Acquisition

The presence done in the capacity of the limit of
State determines the vestige inborn upon the

censure of denoted popular and immeasurable
limit of the electorate.
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Prosperity In Trial

The progress denoted upon the languished and
proximate system of the trial of the State

determines the progress denoted upon the limit
born upon the sequence denoted by the Library

Of Congress.
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The Denoted Vestige

In the proximate and undetermined variable of
matrice of property, the limit upon the censure of
the body of the People determines the value upon
the sanctity of the trial of a possible destitution of

resounding Liberty.
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Premonition Of Denial

The prosperity of a Body of State determines the
limit upon a sanctity upon the frequency of

inversion denoted upon the variable of denoted
censure.
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Proximity Of Limit

The pressure applied upon the discernment of a
limit determines not the frequency of interval

upon the sincerity of a favored and
inconsequential measure.
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Progress Of Interval Of Acquisition

The trial of the undetermined and resounding
progress upon the languished and denoted favor

of the People determines not the favor of the
interval of expediency of the prosperity of the

Nation.
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The Measure Of Tranquility

The premonition upon the limited matrice of
knowledge of Power of the State resounds

limited upon the frequency of the variable of
dissemination of proximity of value upon the
matrice of an invariable determinant of the

sanctity of the People.
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The Inborn Destiny

In the limit of the censure of the State, the People
determine the measure inborn upon the sanctity

of the measure denoted upon the vestige
indivisible upon the Power Of The State.
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Undeniable Justice

The progress attained by the censure of a
resounding sequence of indivisible form of
restitution, determines the languished and

undeniable measure denoted by the Secretary Of
State.
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Conquest Of Power

The probability upon the censure of a
dissemination of progress determines the valiant
and desirable attainment upon the persistence of

a variable of the State.
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Destruction Of Solidarity

The measure influx upon the resounding plea of a
determined vestige inborn upon the sanctity of a

censure of trial determines not the vestige
unresounding beyond the limit of a consequential

determinancy.
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Consequence Of State

The measure influx upon the resounding plea of a
determined measure beyond the consequence of

inborn trial determines not the vestige upon a
censure of the Power of the State.
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The Result Of Populous

Determined upon the variable of State, the
premonition upon the languished derision undone
beyond the measure of a consequence of Power
determines the knowledge inborn beyond the

censure of the State.
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The Trial Of Solemnity

In the restitute and remain of a censure upon the
populous, the limit inborn upon the State enacts
Justice to the limit of a determined variable of
immeasurable and consequential interval of

sanctity of a Nation.
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End Of Mistrial

The measure denoted of the sanctity of Justice
resounds unlimited beyond the measure of the

populous of a State.
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Indivisible State

The premonition denoted upon a matrice inborn
upon the persistence of a limited knowledge of
sanctified recovery denotes the measure inborn

upon the prosperity of a People.
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Prosperity Of Resolve

The progress denoted upon a sanctified and
limited body of State resounds inconsequential as
the possible measure denoted upon the presence

of a limit of Executive Power.
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Measure Of Power

The determinancy upon the derision undone
beyond the populous denotes the valor of a Body
of State, the inborn Justice denoting the process

of unlimited and Judicial power.
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Release Of Dissension

The prosperity of a resolve of Stature Of The
State determines the consequence.
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CHAPTER II

137



PLAUSIBILITY DIRECTIVE OF
ACQUISITION

Rectified discernment of Judicial posterity under
question of innate deposition integrates upon
direction of valuation of deposed trial upon

impunity of the pretense of sovereignty.
Indiscriminate denial upon treatise of injunctive

denouncement defers all pretense unto the
sanctimony of indeterminant clause of interval of
recourse.  Question unto validity of denial enters

intermediary invocation unto the absolute
indiscretion of propriety.

Judicial valuation upon integral recourse
demands pretense unto measure born of

sanctimony of absolute trial.  Limit deposed upon
sequential inborn determinant of question of The

State justifies postulate upon dissemination of
inabsolute Congressional invocation of State.
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Integral field upon directive of preliminary
discretion upon dissemination of pretense of
inabsolute denial of Judicial measure defines

question unto indeterminant threshold of
congruence of limit of designated deference of

statute.

Inabsolute vestige of congruence of National
Sovereignty confers deliberate reprisal upon

dissemination of valuation of integral statute of
definition of State.

Judicial deference upon dislocated measure of
definition of statute of Law enters prelocation of

indivisible Congressional limit.

Indiscriminate Judicial question upon validity of
recourse of Congressional deposition defines

inabsolute statute.

Pretense unto dissemination of indivisible
Congressional denial of Judicial deference of

inabsolute statute defines invariable trial.
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CHAPTER III

140



POWER OF FORM 

141



TRIAL IN ABSOLUTE

Determining value upon designated Justice
defines intermediate History.

Power in Absolute defines Freedom.

Trial upon the State in the Sanctity of a
Personage returns History.

Designated vision upon determinant Liberty
resolves.

Power in the Destiny of Earth defines Love.

History in the Statute of Integrity denotes Power.

Return upon Freedom and Deliverance enters
Liberty.

Prosperity in the Destiny of Earth defines The
State.
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QUESTION IN JUSTICE

Trial upon designated Statue returns Time.

Progress upon determined Freedom enters
History.

Power in the Destiny of Earth defines Trial.

History upon the Age of Man defines Power.

Deliverance in the Time of Justice enters Destiny.

Power upon the Name of History defines Trial.

Intermediate Freedom in the Liberty of The State
enters History.

Justice of Power defines The State. 
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POWER IN DESTINY

Justice in the Name of The State defines History.

Progress upon the Trial of Earth enters Power.

Destiny in the Liberty of The State defines
Justice.

Power in the Time of Man enters Deliverance.

Destiny in the Name of Justice defines Man.

Power upon the Trial of Man enters Justice.

History in the Name of Justice defines Time.

Trial upon Earth in the Justice of The State enters
Destiny.
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CHAPTER IV

145



THE DECLARATION OF THE
GREAT DOMINION

In the essence of a Time, the livid material
yearning beyond the lasting vow unto a solemn

Design and Progress unto the Heart of the Power
Of The Earth, the presence of a determined and

forthright Quest must begin in the solemnity and
sombriety of the lasting Love of a Singularity.

The redesign of a lasting and mortal frame of all
but the insistence upon the lasting vow undone

beyond the People of a State resound in the
remorse and indivisibility of the process of

Nature.

Power in the throes of a dignitary and maligned
State resound upon the face of the World, a

permission unto the lasting Eternal Grace of a
measure undone to Conquest of the lasting fate of
a destruction of the blessed and immortal Name.
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In the fire of a dignitary of His Kingdom, the
lasting remorse unto the flame of a People limits
the procedural and imminent Power of a lasting

Earth.

For the end of this Progress of Strength and
Dignity of the Love of a question unto the

presence of the World, this Measure Born Of God
deserves the magisterial and insistent Power of

the vision of the State.

Let the Power unto this Fate belong to the
People.

Sincerely,
Philip Francis Mazeikas 

December 23, 2018 11:07 P.M.
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CHAPTER V

148



INVOCATION OF INDIVISIBLE
TRUTH

The determining age of a Nation must begin with
a Statement unto the populous of all the direction

of its might, the Statement of its reason and
beauty, the direction of its Law and power

therein.

The treatise of the State and its most pertinent
Heart defines the endurance of the Security of a
Nation and the resolute and fortifying principle

of the Integrity of Government.
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Under the Liberty of a Spirit of Sovereignty, the
Earth and its destiny is all but the Power to regain

the World and the God of its Freedom.

The resolute and determined vessel of its time
must designate all Authority unto the Absolute

and Indivisible Body of Creation and the time of
the resolution of all wisdom.

Let the vision of all Law and Government be
without the trial of redemption.
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CHAPTER VI

151



THE NEW WORLD ARCHETYPE

Power in the Nature of a Justice unto the Destiny
of the Power of Earth, the State therein must

initiate unto the People of Earth, all Power, the
Destiny thereof justified by all means of the
Freedom and Liberty of a History of all that

denotes unto the World, a Power of Justice in the
History of all People, unto the State and the
Justice therein, all return in the Power and

Liberty of the Freedom Of The World.
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CHAPTER VII

153



THE NEW PIONEER

Directive upon populous denied upon the interval
of dimension of variant justification of

determined history enters invariable recourse.

Postulate upon definition of instantaneous
remand of statute of integral magnitude derives
conferred premise upon dislocated threshold of

resolve.

Premise upon dimension of invariable disjunction
of propriety and function of State enters question.

Disjunction upon threshold of instantaneous limit
of designated trial of veracity defers continuity.

Interval upon conferred measure of designated
return upon derivative of statute derives treatise.
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CHAPTER VIII

155



THE CREED OF SURVIVAL

Determined variance upon integral recourse
defines interval of remand.

Prelocated directive of statute upon interval of
instantaneous juncture of function of Law defines

intermittent variant designation.

Postulate upon derived threshold of
indeterminant value enters instantaneous

recourse.
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PART VII

INVENTION
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CHAPTER I

158



THE LIGHT ENGINE
motor
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CONCEPT:

In the gravitational limit designated upon the face
of the Earth, the interval of frequency

instantaneously integral unto the velocity of
return determined of the threshold of release

measured upon the wave form of the dimensional
variable pressure integral upon the variance of

displaced threshold of dimension within the
gravitational function of the photon determines
inert dislocated variance upon the measure of

velocity returned.
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BLUEPRINT:

The transposition of improper designated
frequency of velocity of harmony within an
electrical threshold of instantaneous release,

designates the foundation upon which the
resistance of electrical resonance within the
compound of innate pressure ignites upon a

fabrication of total resilience in a static pressure
upon the quality of counter inversion upon the

measure of all counter velocity in the immediate
and measurable return of all static pressure under
the frequency of a expansion upon the resistance

towards the absolute input of all designated
velocity.
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SYNOPSIS:

The displaced charge from a dislocated function
of gravitational field determines the wave form

of a limited result of electrical discharge.
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SCHEMATIC:

KEY
“initiation”

→
METER

“gravitational resonance threshold”
→

MAGNET
“electrical discharge”

→
COIL

“conductivity”
→

PRISM
“electrical limiter”

→
ANTENNA

“dislocation”
→

CIRCUIT
“variance”

→
WATER

“determinant”
→

CARBON
“fission”

→
COMPASS

“material catalyst”
→

CLOCK
“internal measure”

→
MERCURY

“inertia”
→

WHEEL
“motion”
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DESIGN:

The key designates a threshold of determined release
of inert return upon dislocation of variant wavelength
integral upon the gravitational entropy returned upon
the dimensional limit of a measure upon the face of

the Earth.  The meter dislocates a frequency of
invariable static limit integral upon the limit
designated upon the interval of threshold of

frequency of returned static dimension.  The magnet
accelerates the limit upon the dimensional variance.

The coil designates threshold of interval upon
gravitational return.  The prism accelerates the

displaced interval upon static gravitational frequency.
The antenna returns variant field.  The circuit

instantaneously measures invariable limit.  The water
designates inert dimensional release.  The carbon

displaces invariable frequency.  The compass returns
dimensional interval.  The clock designates inert

threshold.  The mercury accelerates the interval upon
field of gravitational dislocation upon determined

variant of integral dimensional interval.  The wheel
dislocates the variant return upon dimensional

entropy.
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POSTULATE:

Dislocated measure upon variance of integral
dimension of static entropy of gravitational

measure of determined field of instantaneous
release of interval of designated field of return
instantaneously inverts static pressure upon the
limit of frequency of designated field of static

inversion.
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ENGINEERING:

The designated limit determined of threshold of
integral release inverts upon dimensional field of
internal pressure, the field of designated velocity
of interval of inert frequency displaced upon the

invariable limit.
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THEORY:

The variant displacement of inert pressure
designates threshold of instantaneous frequency
of dislocated gravitational field designating inert

acceleration of interval of frequency of
designated function of limited threshold of inert
electrical interval of gravitational designation of

function of frequency of acceleration of threshold
of discharge.
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ANALYSIS:

The displaced pressure upon the variance of
dislocated measure of dimensional variance upon

the limit of the integral velocity of the inert
frequency displaces an invariable measure.
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CONCLUSION:

The Light Engine determines a field of
unresolved pressure dislocated upon a variance of

determined wavelength, the pressure returned
unto a limited variance of dislocated field.
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PROSPECT:

The Light Engine yields an infinite return of
dimensional threshold determined unto the

variant dislocated measure integral upon the
variant pressure dislocated variant of determined

interval of dimensional frequency.
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CHAPTER II

171



THE LIGHT PLANT
power plant

172



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous interval upon displaced
gravitational function of inert designated
threshold of integral measure determines

frequency upon dislocated limit of velocity
returned.
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BLUEPRINT:

In the passive resistance of all measured output
of frequency, the inborn quality of a velocity of

return, under no instantaneous threshold of
release, determines the output of all improper

value set beyond the measure of improper
threshold of value.
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SYNOPSIS:

Instantaneous pressure dislocated upon the
release of static interval of velocity determines

inversion of instantaneous discharge.
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SCHEMATIC:

HYDROGEN
“derived dimension”

→
VACUUM

“dislocated pressure”
→

INFRARED
“interval”

→
ALKALINE

“invariable limit”
→

NITROGEN
“indeterminant”

→
LENS

“designated variance”
→

TRANSISTOR
“variable measure”

→
DECIBEL

“rectified field”
→

DIODE
“return”

→
CELL

“energy”
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DESIGN:

The hydrogen postulates a return upon invariable
static entropy of determined field of gravitational
variance.  The vacuum inverts designated field of

pressure.  The infrared limits inert field of
measure.  The alkaline designates integral

variance.  The nitrogen determines threshold of
invariable inert frequency.  The lens limits
variance upon integral designation.  The

transistor rectifies instantaneous threshold of
static velocity.  The decibel instantaneously
accelerates invariable designated limit.  The

diode inverts differential of determined integral
limit and designated variable entropy.  The cell

determines variable static threshold of inert
measure.
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POSTULATE:

Invariable threshold upon differential of
gravitational field of variance and integral
determined pressure designates field upon

variable threshold of static return.
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ENGINEERING:

Determined entropy upon variance of differential
of static threshold and designated measure

defines interval upon static pressure.
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THEORY:

The inert displaced pressure upon variance of
gravitational measure determines variance upon

limit.
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ANALYSIS:

The displaced inert return upon variance of
differential of static derivative of instantaneous

interval and inert pressure displaces
instantaneous variance.
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CONCLUSION:

The Light Plant designates interval upon
designated field of gravitational limit.
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PROSPECT:

The Light Plant yields indefinite measure upon
threshold of instantaneous designated limit.
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CHAPTER III

184



LIGHT PROPULSION
aircraft and spacecraft propulsion

185



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous pressure upon dislocated axis of
invariable dimension of designated frequency

inverts upon determined threshold of static
variance.
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BLUEPRINT:

Under the ignition of instantaneous release of
pressure, the velocity of instantaneous release

measures the impact upon the designated return
of all static pressure.
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SYNOPSIS:

Limit unjuxtaposed upon static return of
discharged interval of dimension returns.
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SCHEMATIC:

GYROSCOPE:
“inverse frequency”

→
GLUCOSE

“determinant”
→

GAMMA WAVE
“rectified limit”

→
ZINC

“variable dissension”
→

RECTIFIER
“propulsion”
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DESIGN:

The gyroscope designates intermediary upon
displaced gravitational function.  The glucose
returns instantaneous pressure upon dislocated
variance.  The gamma wave defers invariable
threshold of instantaneous velocity.  The zinc
limits variable instantaneous measure.  The
rectifier instantaneously determines variant
interval upon static threshold of determined

integral frequency.
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POSTULATE:

Interval upon displaced congruent dimension of
inverse designated entropy of gravitational

measure determines variant upon instantaneous
inert threshold of congruent pressure.
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ENGINEERING:

Designated field of intermediary threshold of
instantaneous limit defers instantaneous

frequency.
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THEORY:

Instantaneous measure upon dislocated field of
gravitational variance dislocates intermediary

static limit.
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ANALYSIS:

Pressure dislocated upon variant of instantaneous
field of primary inert return of dislocated
variance measures instantaneous field of

designated return.
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CONCLUSION:

Light Propulsion inverts static return of
instantaneous pressure upon interval of

gravitational field of dislocated threshold of inert
frequency.
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PROSPECT:

Light Propulsion defines instantaneous release
upon gravitational function of determined field of

invariable velocity.
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CHAPTER IV

197



ANTI GRAVITY
inverse dimension

198



CONCEPT:

Designated interval upon dimensional variance of
instantaneous pressure dislocated upon integral

limit instantaneously derives release upon
dimensional inert measure.
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BLUEPRINT:

The immediate propulsion of matter, under the
resistance of an uninterrupted synchronization of

immediate velocity of measured volume of
instantaneous constant synchronization with
immediate propulsion of constant ignition of

constant frequency of instantaneous propulsion
of resulting impact upon velocity of departure
results in the measured result of impact upon
impending determined instantaneous result of
departing measured and determined resistance

towards the constant measure of a resulting
velocity.
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SYNOPSIS:

Limit displaced upon sequence of differential
limit denies the frequency and improper

designated force upon the body of differential.
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SCHEMATIC:

OHM
“rectified field”

→
SULFUR

“derivative”
→

HERTZ
“return”
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DESIGN:

The ohm determines threshold upon variable
frequency.  The sulfur instantaneously limits

determined pressure.  The hertz measures
invariable inert velocity.
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POSTULATE:

Designated field upon dimensional variance
inverts upon instantaneous release of limit.
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ENGINEERING:

Pressure dislocated upon variant interval defines
measure.

205



THEORY:

Dissension of threshold upon invariable static
release inverts.

206



ANALYSIS:

Determined variant velocity of instantaneous
threshold of pressure defines integral velocity.
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CONCLUSION:

Anti Gravity defines instantaneous pressure upon
variable axis of instantaneous frequency.

208



PROSPECT:

Anti Gravity instantaneously determines variant
gravitational threshold of static designation.
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CHAPTER V

210



FORCE FIELD
gravitational shield

211



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous pressure upon dislocated variance
of gravitational measure defines frequency upon

displaced integral dimensional velocity.

212



BLUEPRINT:

In absolute impact, the designated measure
results instantaneously constant.

213



SYNOPSIS:

Upon determined value of designated limit, the
return of displaced measure results determined.
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SCHEMATIC:

ULTRAVIOLET
“derivative”

→
MAGNET
“interval”

→
VACUUM

“designated measure”
→

DIODE
“pressure”

215



DESIGN:

The ultraviolet designates measure upon
dislocated return upon determined velocity.  The

magnet rectifies invariable threshold of
instantaneous limit.  The vacuum inverts

determined interval upon instantaneous variance.
The diode defines threshold upon variable static

designation.
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POSTULATE:

Instantaneous measure upon invariable return
defines instantaneous inert velocity.

217



ENGINEERING:

Designated limit upon threshold of invariable
pressure instantaneously returns.

218



THEORY:

Interval upon static inert designation of variable
threshold defines instantaneous pressure.

219



ANALYSIS:

Determined return upon derivative of invariable
interval instantaneously determines variable.
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CONCLUSION:

The Force Field designates variance upon
displaced inert measure.

221



PROSPECT:

The Force Field defines threshold upon variable
pressure.
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CHAPTER VI

223



WIRELESS POWER
instantaneous release of wave form

224



CONCEPT:

Designated velocity upon integral release
determined upon inverse variable dimension of

static return derives instantaneous pressure upon
variable axis.
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BLUEPRINT:

In the instantaneous propulsion of intrinsic
velocity of determined instantaneous resistance

towards all measured volume of constant
inversion towards the measure of a frequency of
instantaneous resistance of improper determined
measure of velocity of volume in constant limit,

the resulting displacement of instantaneous
response determines a constant determined and
instantaneous limit of velocity of volume in the

resulting displacement of instantaneous
frequency.
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SYNOPSIS:

Release of improper frequency dislocated upon
variable function returns.
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SCHEMATIC:

DIODE
“instantaneous measure”

→
RECTIFIER

“dimensional pressure”
→

CIRCUIT
“variance”

→
OSCILLATOR
“derivative”

→
QUARTZ

“measure”
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DESIGN:

The diode inverts designated variance of
dimensional static interval.  The rectifier

instantaneously determines threshold upon
instantaneous pressure.  The circuit accelerates

determined frequency.  The oscillator limits
invariable inert velocity.  The quartz

instantaneously derives designated variance.
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POSTULATE:

Instantaneous pressure upon determined field of
variable wave function inverts upon static

threshold of instantaneous frequency.
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ENGINEERING:

Determined measure upon variant displaced
return designates instantaneous release.

231



THEORY:

Inversion upon static pressure derives designated
interval upon limit.

232



ANALYSIS:

Pressure dislocated upon variant dimensional
axis designates threshold.
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CONCLUSION:

Wireless Power instantaneously designates
pressure upon inverse determined measure.
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PROSPECT:

Wireless Power defines instantaneous frequency.
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CHAPTER VII

236



ARTIFICIAL CELL
energy medium

237



CONCEPT:

Inert pressure upon instantaneous interval of
determined vestige of threshold upon integral

frequency defines variant dimension upon
invariable interval.
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BLUEPRINT:

The resounding limit unborn inside the threshold
of a determine volume, designates the

instantaneous release upon a threshold of limit
contained beyond the threshold of instantaneous

input.
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SYNOPSIS:

Displaced beyond the measure of a variable form,
the determined static release of pressure denotes

instantaneous result.
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SCHEMATIC:

DIODE
“pressure”

→
WATT

“instantaneous limit”
→

GAMMA WAVE
“interval”

→
INFRARED

“dislocated variance”
→

JOULE
“determinant”
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DESIGN:

The diode instantaneously inverts threshold upon
designated limit.  The watt defines derivative

upon static measure.  The gamma wave defines
instantaneous invariable frequency.  The infrared

instantaneously limits inert displaced variance
upon integral velocity.  The joule defines

determined variable inertia.
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POSTULATE:

Instantaneous limit upon variable pressure
defines threshold upon static return.

243



ENGINEERING:

Definition upon variable limit designates
inversion upon invariable measure.

244



THEORY:

Designated field upon variant pressure derives
instantaneous limit.

245



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon instantaneous pressure defines
frequency.

246



CONCLUSION:

The Artificial Cell defines measure upon variant
static interval.

247



PROSPECT:

The Artificial Cell instantaneously defines return
upon instantaneous determined variance.
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CHAPTER VIII

249



CLIMATE CONTROL
atmospheric pressure controller

250



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous interval upon dislocated variance
upon derivative of intermediate designated

threshold of invariable inert pressure defines
variable interval.
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BLUEPRINT:

The determined force upon an intermediary and
instantaneous result of pressure of instantaneous
inversion of instantaneous velocity upon a fixed
and intermediary force denotes absolute return.
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SYNOPSIS:

The limit unjuxtaposed beyond the variable
sequence of difference of static input upon a

sequence of measure determines variable limit.
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SCHEMATIC:

INFRARED
“designated field”

→
VOLT

“inertia”
→

GAMMA WAVE
“pressure”

→
MAGNET

“limit”
→

JOULE
“determinant”
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DESIGN:

The infrared inverts dimensional limit.  The volt
designates field upon variant static entropy.  The

gamma wave defines instantaneous threshold
upon determined interval.  The magnet derives
static threshold upon displaced frequency.  The

joule derives instantaneous pressure.
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POSTULATE:

Designated field of derivative upon static
threshold of variant measure defines

instantaneous measure.

256



ENGINEERING:

Threshold upon displaced variable inertia defines
return.

257



THEORY:

Interval upon dislocated derivative of threshold
of variable pressure inverts.

258



ANALYSIS:

Derivative upon threshold of variable limit
defines instantaneous frequency.

259



CONCLUSION:

Climate Control determines vestige upon
determined field of dislocated entropy.

260



PROSPECT:

Climate Control defines instantaneous derivative
upon invariable frequency.
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CHAPTER IX

262



INTEGRAL RADAR
universal measure

263



CONCEPT:

Dimension upon variable static return of
instantaneous threshold of determined axis

defines instantaneous measure.
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BLUEPRINT:

Instantaneous pressure determines the velocity
upon the threshold of limit.
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SYNOPSIS:

Regain of designated interval determines
position.

266



SCHEMATIC:

FUSE
“instantaneous threshold”

→
HERTZ

“dimensional variance”
→

COIL
“determined limit”

→
DELTA WAVE

“pressure”
→

MERCURY
“acceleration”

→
MAGNESIUM

“return”
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DESIGN:

The fuse instantaneously inverts designated inert
frequency.  The hertz displaces interval upon

limit.  The coil determines variant velocity.  The
delta wave instantaneously displaces measure.
The mercury designates invariable field.  The

magnesium defines variable.
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POSTULATE:

Pressure upon dislocated variance of
instantaneous threshold of dimension returns.

269



ENGINEERING:

Determined axis upon instantaneous pressure
designates limit.

270



THEORY:

Threshold upon derivative of integral variance
displaces.

271



ANALYSIS:

Instantaneous limit upon designated field derives.
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CONCLUSION:

Integral Radar defines congruent dimension upon
invariable pressure.

273



PROSPECT:

Integral Radar determines variance upon integral
measure.
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CHAPTER X

275



INTERMITTENT MODULE
mechanical cortex

276



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon velocity of differential of static
measure and disjunction upon invariable pressure

designates interval upon instantaneous
gravitational determined return.

277



BLUEPRINT:

Inversion upon displaced threshold of invariable
limit designates field upon interval.
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SYNOPSIS:

Designation upon differential of static pressure
and disjunction of velocity defines frequency.

279



SCHEMATIC:

OHM
“derivative”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“inertia”
→

SODIUM HYDROXIDE
“inversion”

→
ULTRAVIOLET

“threshold”
→

ALKALINE
“return”
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DESIGN:

The ohm derives frequency.  The gamma wave
inverts pressure.  The sodium hydroxide limits
invariable threshold.  The ultraviolet defines
measure.  The alkaline measures variance.
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POSTULATE:

Pressure instantaneously determines variance.

282



ENGINEERING:

Derivative of designated field derives.

283



THEORY:

Static limit inverts.

284



ANALYSIS:

Determined variance defines limit.

285



CONCLUSION:

Intermittent Module defines instantaneous
interval.

286



PROSPECT:

Intermittent Module inverts static threshold.
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CHAPTER XI

288



STARGATE
universal portal

289



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous determined vestige of
proportionate interval upon sequential derivative

of instantaneous axis upon inversion of
dimensional variance defines return. 
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BLUEPRINT:

In the measure of instantaneous pressure, the
velocity upon the determined pressure releases

the determined value.

291



SYNOPSIS:

Determined of inverse dimensional release of
static limit of designated force, the instantaneous

measure returns.

292



SCHEMATIC:

DELTA WAVE
“integral threshold”

→
JOULE

“inversion”

293



DESIGN:

The delta wave instantaneously rectifies inert
designated field upon gravitational limit.  The
joule defines pressure upon invariable release.

294



POSTULATE:

Inert variance upon dislocated velocity of
dimensional return defines instantaneous

variance.

295



ENGINEERING:

Gravitational measure upon invariable field of
static designated limit inverts.

296



THEORY:

Designated field upon derivative of dimensional
measure defines congruent dimension.

297



ANALYSIS:

Designated pressure upon variance of static limit
defines instantaneous return.

298



CONCLUSION:

The Stargate derives invariable measure upon
static dimensional designation.

299



PROSPECT:

The Stargate instantaneously defines threshold
upon invariable measure.
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CHAPTER XII

301



THE ANALOG
recording format

302



CONCEPT:

Definition upon return of static derivative of
instantaneous limit defines return.

303



BLUEPRINT:

The dispersion of static and interval of
intermediary pressure resounds limited upon a

frequency of inverted and unjuxtaposed result of
determined velocity.
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SYNOPSIS:

Limit inborn upon a sequence of differential and
unjuxtaposed measure of instantaneous release

determines value.

305



SCHEMATIC:

MAGNET
“definition”

→
COIL

“designated field”
→

DELTA WAVE
“instantaneous threshold”

→
JOULE

“inversion”
→

PRISM
“determined variance”

→
CARBON

“integral measure”
→

INFRARED
“field”

306



DESIGN:

The magnet defines derivative upon sequential
derivative of instantaneous pressure.  The coil

instantaneous limits differential of static limit and
instantaneous frequency.  The delta wave defines

threshold upon variant dimension.  The joule
determines variable stasis upon invariable

measure.  The prism designates derivative upon
instantaneous differential of static threshold of

invariable limit and designated field.  The carbon
defines pressure upon instantaneous interval of
derived threshold.  The infrared inverts static

limit.

307



POSTULATE:

Definition upon variable pressure inverts upon
static threshold of instantaneous limit.

308



ENGINEERING:

Derivative upon static variance of instantaneous
measure defines variable threshold of

instantaneous interval.

309



THEORY:

Definition upon variant limit defines
instantaneous derivative of static measure.

310



ANALYSIS:

Derivative of invariable pressure defines
instantaneous derivative upon interval.

311



CONCLUSION:

The Analog defines instantaneous measure upon
invariable pressure.

312



PROSPECT:

The Analog derives instantaneous limit upon
derivative of static interval.

313



CHAPTER XIII

314



THE CLOCK OF PIV
measure of universal time

315



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon sequential differential of
designated limit inverts upon static displacement

of differential.

316



BLUEPRINT:

In the event of simultaneous recovery of
instantaneous result, the property of instant

regain of immediate instant recovery of
instantaneous result, the enduring impact upon

the velocity upon which the immediate property
of resistance towards velocity of result, the
impact of the constant impact of which the

immediate impact of the velocity of immediate
position, the magnitude of immediate and
constant impact of the instantaneous result

determines absolute position.

317



SYNOPSIS:

Designated result of proper and exact measure
defines movement.

318



SCHEMATIC:

COIL
“instantaneous limit”

→
GYROSCOPE

“determined variance”
→

NITROGEN
“invariable limit”

→
DIODE

“fission”
→

PRISM
“static threshold”

→
OHM

“dimension”

319



DESIGN:

The coil displaces derivative upon static pressure.
The gyroscope inverts negative inert limit.  The
nitrogen defines instantaneous frequency.  The

diode instantaneously determines variant interval.
The prism defines inert axis.  The ohm derives

instantaneous measure.

320



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon static return of instantaneous
dimensional limit displaces static variance.

321



ENGINEERING:

Pressure dislocated upon invariable measure
determines frequency.

322



THEORY:

Instantaneous limit derives static return.

323



ANALYSIS:

Determined variable dimension inverts upon
instantaneous threshold of displaced pressure.

324



CONCLUSION:

The Clock Of Piv derives instantaneous limit
upon static variance of instantaneous velocity.

325



PROSPECT:

The Clock Of Piv defines derivative upon
frequency.

326



CHAPTER XIV

327



THE HEARTHSTONE
quantum computer

328



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous limit upon dislocated measure of
interval of velocity defines congruent interval.

329



BLUEPRINT:

In static limit, the restitution of threshold in static
displacement result in static value, the pressure

denoting fission of limit, unjuxtaposed
determines result of invariable and instantaneous
value influx determining the result inborn beyond

all measure.

330



SYNOPSIS:

The variance of determined vestige of pressure of
determined axis of congruent displaced

frequency of measure defines value.

331



SCHEMATIC:

JOULE
“instantaneous limit”

→
PRISM

“displacement”
→

GOLD
“inertia”

→
VACUUM

“determined frequency”
→

ALPHA WAVE
“interval”

→
MAGNET
“pressure”

→
MERCURY
“threshold”

→
SILVER

“determinant”

332



DESIGN:

The joule inverts dimensional pressure upon
designated field of derivative of limit.  The prism

defines instantaneous return upon displaced
variance.  The gold designates pressure upon

interval of static measure.  The vacuum defines
congruent dimension upon integral velocity.  The
alpha wave returns instantaneous frequency.  The

magnet defines variance upon dissension.  The
mercury derives gravitational limit upon

invariable inert dimension.  The silver defines
instantaneous return.

333



POSTULATE:

Definition upon pressure upon displaced measure
defines return.

334



ENGINEERING:

Interval upon dislocated variance of inert
threshold of derivative of gravitational variance

instantaneously measures threshold.

335



THEORY:

Derivative upon designated frequency returns.

336



ANALYSIS:

Designated velocity defines instantaneous
threshold.

337



CONCLUSION:

The Hearthstone determines frequency upon
invariable dimension.

338



PROSPECT:

The Hearthstone measures instantaneous field.

339



CHAPTER XV

340



THE SEER
computer hardware

341



CONCEPT:

Invariable stasis upon determined variance
defines incongruence.

342



BLUEPRINT:

The measure inborn beyond static limit resounds
invariable in the threshold of a pressure denoting
all pressure of inborn and intermediary value in

the measure of static release.

343



SYNOPSIS:

The fission inborn upon a limit of rectified
integer of postulated measure determines

measure.

344



SCHEMATIC:

JOULE
“variance”

→
MEGAWATT

“designated field”
→

OSCILLATOR 
“axis”

→
PHOTON

“threshold”
→

VACUUM
“inverse field”

→
OHM

“determinant”

345



DESIGN:

The joule displaces variant inverse congruence.
The megawatt inverts threshold upon dissension.
The oscillator measures definition.  The photon

defines invariable pressure.  The vacuum
dislocates gravitational derivative of return.  The

ohm derives incongruence.  

346



POSTULATE:

Inverse pressure upon invariable axis derives
stasis.

347



ENGINEERING:

Derivative upon determined measure enters field.

348



THEORY:

Designated inverse pressure denies variant limit.

349



ANALYSIS:

Pressure upon instantaneous limit derives static
variable inertia.

350



CONCLUSION:

The Seer denies variance.

351



PROSPECT:

The Seer derives variant limit upon displaced
measure.

352



CHAPTER XVI

353



THE INVERSE CATALYST
neurological sequencer

354



CONCEPT:

Designated field upon variant displaced inertia of
invariable pressure designates field upon

inversion of determined measure.

355



BLUEPRINT:

The return upon a fixed and intermediary value
of determined pressure of inversion of static

velocity and intermediary result determines one.

356



SYNOPSIS:

The sequence of determined measure defines the
limit inborn upon a sequence of interval of static

limit.

357



SCHEMATIC:

OHM
“variant”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“displaced integral measure”
→

SILVER
“determined limit”

→
DIODE

“inversion”
→

TRANSISTOR
“pressure”

→
INFRARED

“dislocated axis”

358



DESIGN:

The ohm designates field upon variant threshold
of inert pressure.  The gamma wave defines

instantaneous frequency.  The silver designates
interval upon static designated variance.  The

diode determines threshold of inert dimensional
limit.  The transistor defines variant dimensional
measure.  The infrared instantaneously defines

return.

359



POSTULATE:

Inversion upon differential of static inert
derivative of pressure and invariable designated

field of designated measure instantaneously
defines limit.

360



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon dislocated field of variance
displaces inertia.

361



THEORY:

Determined variant stasis upon return of
derivative of dislocated pressure defines axis.

362



ANALYSIS:

Derivative upon variant integral dimension of
derivative of frequency instantaneously measures

variable.

363



CONCLUSION:

The Inverse Catalyst measures invariable return
upon derivative of instantaneous limit.

364



PROSPECT:

The Inverse Catalyst defines instantaneous
pressure upon invariable return.

365



CHAPTER XVII

366



THE LIGHT SPHERE
adjustable luminous sphere

367



CONCEPT:

Definition upon return of static designated field
of displaced congruent dimension of derivative
upon differential of designated frequency and

threshold of variable pressure dislocates.

368



BLUEPRINT:

In static inversion the denoted pressure aligns
upon the release of inborn flux determining the
pressure unjuxtaposed beyond the measure of a

limit inborn upon the static return.

369



SYNOPSIS:

Rectified upon the limit of congruent determined
variable of static pressure, the variance of limit

displaces.

370



SCHEMATIC:

HERTZ
“derivative”

→
ALPHA WAVE
“dissension”

→
JOULE

“inversion”
→

WATT
“invariable velocity”

371



DESIGN:

The hertz displaces instantaneous measure upon
variable differential of static pressure and

instantaneous limit.  The alpha wave
instantaneously measures entropy.  The joule

defines threshold upon variable frequency.  The
watt determines designated pressure.

372



POSTULATE:

Inversion upon returned pressure of displaced
instantaneous measure upon static variable

dimension of designated velocity determines
congruent interval upon differential of

instantaneous derivative of instantaneous limit
and designated acceleration upon interval of

static pressure.

373



ENGINEERING:

Derivative upon displaced gravitational inert
measure designates instantaneous dimensional

variance.

374



THEORY:

Instantaneous derivative upon static limit inverts.

375



ANALYSIS:

Pressure upon dislocated field of instantaneous
threshold upon static variance determines

invariable frequency.

376



CONCLUSION:

The Light Sphere instantaneously determines
congruent pressure upon dislocated variance of

instantaneous interval.

377



PROSPECT:

The Light Sphere designates return upon
invariable threshold upon differential of inverse
designation of congruent field and designated

frequency.

378



CHAPTER XVIII

379



THE METEOROLOGY
weather controller

380



CONCEPT:

Integral velocity upon differential of
instantaneous limit and derivative of

synchronization of inverse designated field of
frequency and invariable threshold of determined
inert derivative of dimensional entropy defines

instantaneous derivative.

381



BLUEPRINT:

In the resistance towards the magnitude of impact
upon a determined instantaneous release, the
velocity upon which the threshold of release
impacts the determined value determines the

velocity upon which the determined value
releases.

382



SYNOPSIS:

Limit of frequency and inversion of measure of
instantaneous pressure determines frequency.

383



SCHEMATIC:

INFRARED
“inertia”

→
CIRCUIT
“limit”

→
GOLD

“designated field”
→

ALPHA WAVE
“dissension”

→
CELL

“determinant”
→

TRANSISTOR
“instantaneous pressure”

→
DECIBEL
“variance”

384



DESIGN:

The infrared determines magnitude of dissension
upon variant displaced pressure.  The circuit
displaces instantaneous measure.  The gold

derives magnitude upon dimensional field.  The
alpha wave inverts dissension of velocity.  The

cell measures definitive pressure.  The transistor
instantaneously returns static limit.  The decibel

rectifies instantaneous velocity.

385



POSTULATE:

Pressure dislocated upon variant integral velocity
derives instantaneous frequency.

386



ENGINEERING:

Dislocated variance upon dimensional threshold
of instantaneous inert frequency defines measure.

387



THEORY:

Limit derives static threshold upon variable
return.

388



ANALYSIS:

Derivative upon sequential displaced measure of
static pressure defines congruent threshold of

invariable derivative.

389



CONCLUSION:

The Meteorology defines instantaneous limit
upon static inversion of dimensional measure.

390



PROSPECT:

The Meteorology limits variant dissension upon
instantaneous threshold of velocity.

391



CHAPTER XIX

392



THE TOPOGRAPH
mapping mechanism

393



CONCEPT:

Definition upon variant regress upon
instantaneous velocity defines threshold upon

derivative of static interval.

394



BLUEPRINT:

The determined value upon a frequency of
instantaneous pressure upon a static and

intermediary mass is the value determined of a
instantaneous result of inversion of determined

force.

395



SYNOPSIS:

The inverse limit of longitudinal field of measure
determines result.

396



SCHEMATIC:

WATT
“pressure”

→
INFRARED
“derivative”

→
MAGNET

“threshold”
→

TRANSISTOR
“instantaneous limit”

→
ALPHA WAVE

“designated interval”
→

ULTRAVIOLET
“determined variance”

→
JOULE

“determinant”

397



DESIGN:

The watt instantaneously defines pressure upon
static derivative of instantaneous measure.  The

infrared determines variance upon displaced
limit.  The magnet derives pressure upon static

threshold of instantaneous frequency.  The
transistor inverts pressure upon derivative of
static threshold of measure.  The alpha wave

defines limit.  The ultraviolet defines
instantaneous variance.  The joule derives

instantaneous axis.

398



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon static pressure designates
interval.

399



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon dislocated variance of threshold of
instantaneous limit defines frequency.

400



THEORY:

Definition upon variant limit defines
instantaneous measure.

401



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon static variance determines field.

402



CONCLUSION:

The Topograph defines instantaneous pressure
upon static displacement.

403



PROSPECT:

The Topograph instantaneously defines pressure.

404



CHAPTER XX

405



UI
flight suit

406



CONCEPT:

Designated pressure upon dislocated axis of
dimensional return derives instantaneous limit.

407



BLUEPRINT:

All but the regress upon indivisible limit
determines no longitudinal regress upon the

solidified and immeasurable regress upon the
constitutional form upon the limit of form, the
matrice of denotation implicit upon all but the
limit inborn upon the solidified and regressive

determinant factor upon all but the solidified and
immeasurable return.

408



SYNOPSIS:

Pressure disengaged upon a proximate and
variable displaced limit exceeds the pressure of

determined axis.

409



SCHEMATIC:

MAGNET
“derivative”

→
DELTA WAVE

“instantaneous pressure”
→

OHM
“designated field”

→
ULTRAVIOLET

“dimension”

410



DESIGN:

The magnet inverts dislocated function of
dimension limit.  The delta wave designates
interval upon differential of instantaneous

pressure and invariable limit.  The ohm
determines field upon variance.  The ultraviolet
instantaneously derives gravitational measure.

411



POSTULATE:

Gravitational limit upon displaced inversion of
designated threshold of invariable pressure

determines field upon instantaneous frequency.

412



ENGINEERING:

Threshold upon derivative of instantaneous inert
pressure defines instantaneous field.

413



THEORY:

Derivative upon sequential limit of instantaneous
interval of static measure inverts.

414



ANALYSIS:

Determined measure upon variable pressure
dislocates.

415



CONCLUSION:

The UI defines instantaneous dimensional
variance.

416



PROSPECT:

The UI instantaneously returns threshold upon
differential of gravitational variance and

instantaneous derivative of determined field.

417



CHAPTER XXI

418



VECTOR INERT RADIAL
hyper telescope

419



CONCEPT:

The displaced function of inverse dimensional
axis derives instantaneous frequency.

420



BLUEPRINT:

The displaced sequence beyond a incongruent
lapse upon the differential of static remission of

interval of longitudinal axis of derivative
determines the instantaneous invariable release
upon the threshold of displaced frequency of

differential sequence determined by the
longitudinal limit designated upon the threshold

of instantaneous pressure.

421



SYNOPSIS:

The incongruent and displaced measure of
congruent displaced variable static of frame of

longitudinal axis determines the measure.

422



SCHEMATIC:

AXIS
“interval”

→
CELL

“determined variance”
→

MEGAWATT
“derivative”

→
LENS

“invariable measure”
→

MAGNET
“dimensional limit”

→
VOLT

“threshold”
→

DELTA WAVE
“inversion”

423



DESIGN:

The axis designates field upon invariable return
of longitudinal pressure.  The cell derives

instantaneous threshold of congruent variance.
The megawatt designates field upon static

derivative of invariable frequency.  The lens
defines instantaneous inert pressure.  The magnet

derives limit upon designated threshold of
variable interval.  The volt instantaneously

determines variable differential of designated
field of variance and instantaneous limit.  The

delta wave defines instantaneous measure.

424



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon sequential variance of
determined inert threshold determines

instantaneous variance upon derivative.

425



ENGINEERING:

Interval upon determined pressure defines
instantaneous velocity upon determined field.

426



THEORY:

Instantaneous limit upon differential of static
designation of congruent limit and invariable

measure defines field.

427



ANALYSIS:

Derivative of static interval defines dimensional
variance.

428



CONCLUSION:

The Vector Inert Radial defines congruent
measure upon designated interval.

429



PROSPECT:

The Vector Inert Radial instantaneously derives
pressure upon static limit.

430



CHAPTER XXII

431



AAE
quantum microscope

432



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous return upon invariable prelocated
dimension of congruent threshold defines

pressure upon instantaneous measure.

433



BLUEPRINT:

Differential upon juxtaposed derivative of
sequential influx of congruent dislimit enters

postulate.

434



SYNOPSIS:

Variance upon integral field enters dislocation.

435



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“fission”

→
BETA WAVE
“disjunction”

→
RECTIFIER
“pressure”

→
OSCILLATOR

“integral variance”
→

LENS
“dimension”

→
ULTRAVIOLET

“gravitational quotient”
→

MAGNET
“measure”

436



DESIGN:

The ion dislocates variant influx upon static
dimension.  The beta wave defers pressure upon
stasis of variant integral dissension.  The rectifier
derives congruence upon differential of interval

of determined juncture of instantaneous limit and
congruent return.  The oscillator defines

instantaneous velocity.  The lens determines
integer upon instantaneous deference of static

limit.  The ultraviolet defines inertia upon
definition of integral vestige of proximate field.

The magnet enters dislocation upon
instantaneous analogous pressure.

437



POSTULATE:

Deference of instantaneous dislocation enters
variant entropy.

438



ENGINEERING:

Postulate upon variant dimension of integral axis
defines interval.

439



THEORY:

Pressure upon variant dislocated integral
threshold enters instantaneous dimension.

440



ANALYSIS:

Limit upon variant congruent dissension of
integer of rationalized measure defines entropy.

441



CONCLUSION:

AAE enters dislimit upon disjunction of interval
of stasis of instantaneous axis.

442



PROSPECT:

AAE returns variant determined vestige of
analogous differential of stasis of pressure and
interval of inert disjunction of instantaneous

derivative.

443



CHAPTER XXIII

444



ASTRAL WIND GENERATOR
disjunction frequency

445



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous return upon interval of stasis
differential of inert variant dimensional entropy

defines congruence.

446



BLUEPRINT:

Instantaneous pressure upon invariable
gravitational measure defines instantaneous
proximate denial upon variable dimension.

447



SYNOPSIS:

Interval derived upon differential of congruence
of static field and inert axis measures one.

448



SCHEMATIC:

VACUUM
“return”

→
DIODE

“variance”
→

TRANSISTOR
“integral measure”

→
OSCILLATOR
“inert limit”

→
PRISM
“limit”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“gravitational field”
→

PHOTON
“pressure”

449



DESIGN:

The vacuum defines dislocated field.  The diode
enters instantaneous absolute.  The transistor

inverts dimensional limit.  The oscillator defines
axis.  The prism displaces derivative upon

rationalized matrice.  The gamma wave
determines interval upon zero.  The photon

measures force.

450



POSTULATE:

Threshold beyond dimensional congruence
defines dissension.

451



ENGINEERING:

Postulate upon determined field denies
instantaneous interval of determined variance of

dislocated axis.

452



THEORY:

Pressure upon instantaneous interval of velocity
enters return.

453



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon rationalized variable inertia
designates threshold.

454



CONCLUSION:

Astral Wind Generator measures limit upon
fission.

455



PROSPECT:

Astral Wind Generator enters disjunction upon
dislocated measure of inert matrice upon

dislocated field.

456



CHAPTER XXIV

457



THE GLITCH MODUS
disfrequency

458



CONCEPT:

Differential upon stasis of invariable velocity of
inert dimension derives instantaneous limit.

459



BLUEPRINT:

Constant inversion of postulate of invariable
gravitational pressure denies instantaneous

matrice upon static variable function of
determined frequency.

460



SYNOPSIS:

Derivative upon return of stasis of prelocated
vestige of designated field intermediates variant

limit.

461



SCHEMATIC:

GOLD
“variance”

→
MAGNET

“designated pressure”
→

JOULE
“invariable field”

→
SULFUR

“determinant”
→

PHOTON
“derivative”

462



DESIGN:

The gold intermediates variant pressure upon
dislocated variant designated inversion of
dislocated pressure.  The magnet inverts

designated interval.  The joule denies
congruence.  The sulfur denies static dissension.

The photon measures dimension.

463



POSTULATE:

Variant dislocation upon inverse pressure denies
variant dimension.

464



ENGINEERING:

Congruence upon dislocated acceleration
determines fission.

465



THEORY:

Postulate upon interval of gravitational limit
denies interval.

466



ANALYSIS:

Entropy upon dislocated fission enters stasis.

467



CONCLUSION:

The Glitch Modus enters variant dissension.

468



PROSPECT:

The Glitch Modus returns static force.

469



CHAPTER XXV

470



THE GRAVITY MODULE 
gravitation injuncture

471



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon instantaneous return of integral
frequency derives function.

472



BLUEPRINT:

Instantaneous pressure inverted upon dislocation
of variance enters field.

473



SYNOPSIS:

Limit upon inverse inert dislocation defines
variable.

474



SCHEMATIC:

ION 
“function”

→
RECTIFIER 
“pressure” 

→ 
GAMMA WAVE 

“dislocation” 
→ 

MEGAWATT 
“inversion” 

→ 
VACUUM 

“threshold” 
→ 

INFRARED 
“determinant”

475



DESIGN:

The ion inverts variance.  The rectifier
determines measure.  The gamma wave returns

instantaneous limit.  The megawatt derives static
inversion.  The vacuum defines dislocated inert

function.  The infrared measures invariable field.

476



POSTULATE:

Variance upon determined integral threshold of
dislocated limit derives stasis.

477



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon inert field inverts.

478



THEORY:

Determined frequency derives inert variable
threshold.

479



ANALYSIS:

Pressure upon inverse function derives static
dislocation.

480



CONCLUSION:

Gravity Module defines instantaneous return
upon variant frequency.

481



PROSPECT:

Gravity Module defines pressure upon dislocated
inert field.

482



CHAPTER XXVI

483



CYCLE
mobile vessel

484



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous differential of stasis of congruent
dimension and integral axis of dimensional

velocity derives longitudinal field upon
dissension of inert proximate frequency.

485



BLUEPRINT:

The determined variable upon a disjunction upon
force remains constant and invariable unto the

return of a fixed and static pressure.

486



SYNOPSIS:

The limit inverted by pressure of instantaneous
release of frequency of determined value

designates limit.

487



SCHEMATIC:

RECTIFIER
“inert variance”

→
BETA WAVE
“measure”

→
OSCILLATOR

“variable pressure”
→

VACUUM
“differential”

→
ION

“variant field”
→

INFRARED
“juncture”

→
HYDROGEN

“gravitational limit”

488



DESIGN:

The rectifier dislimits pressure upon integral
dimension.  The beta wave inverts static
threshold upon indeterminant field.  The

oscillator defines congruence upon displaced
inert axis.  The vacuum enters dissension.  The

ion defines indeterminant variance upon integral
dimension.  The infrared measures limit upon

instantaneous derivative of inert variance.  The
hydrogen derives instantaneous differential upon

displaced interval of pressure and static field.

489



POSTULATE:

Indeterminant pressure upon variant integral
dimension of stasis enters variance.

490



ENGINEERING:

Postulate upon integral field denies incongruent
axis of differential of inert pressure and dislimit.

491



THEORY:

Derivative upon instantaneous limit enters
integral variance upon displaced axis.

492



ANALYSIS:

Instantaneous limit defines pressure upon inverse
threshold of differential of field and threshold of

integral pressure.

493



CONCLUSION:

Cycle defines inverse measure upon differential
of stasis and congruent dimension.

494



PROSPECT:

Cycle enters field upon interval of stasis of inert
gravitational axis.

495



CHAPTER XXVII

496



DYSPHORMIIAA
particle synthesizer

497



CONCEPT:

Interval juncture upon variant instantaneous limit
denies one.

498



BLUEPRINT:

Instantaneous measure derives pressure.

499



SYNOPSIS:

Threshold upon return of dimensional frequency
defines congruency.

500



SCHEMATIC:

MEGAWATT
“interval”

→
VACUUM
“return”

→
ION

“frequency”
→

PHOTON
“threshold”

→
MAGNET

“derivative”
→

DELTA WAVE
“particle”

501



DESIGN:

The megawatt inverts dimensional field.  The
vacuum denies dissension.  The ion returns

variance.  The photon displaces gravitational
axis.  The magnet measures frequency.  The delta

wave defines field.

502



POSTULATE:

Inertia upon dimensional return postulates
derivative.

503



ENGINEERING:

Interval denies instantaneous axis.

504



THEORY:

Measure defines derivative.

505



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon invariable field returns.

506



CONCLUSION:

Dysphormiiaa postulates one.

507



PROSPECT:

Dysphormiiaa returns variable.

508



CHAPTER XXVIII

509



MATTER MORPH
elemental transfiguration

510



CONCEPT: 

Instantaneous pressure upon influx of derived
determinant vestige of proximate analogous

pressure denies inversion.

511



BLUEPRINT:

Dislocated variance upon integral return denies
instantaneous limit.

512



SYNOPSIS:

Interval upon dissension determines threshold
upon dissension.

513



SCHEMATIC:

DELTA WAVE
“indeterminant”

→
DIODE

“threshold”
→

ZINC
“pressure”

→
ULTRAVIOLET

“inversion”
→

VACUUM
“variable return”

→
JOULE

“designated field”
→

ION
“displacement”

514



DESIGN:

The delta wave inverts threshold upon
determinant postulate.  The diode returns variant

inert frequency.  The zinc determines
instantaneous limit.  The ultraviolet measures
congruence.  The vacuum defines invariable
pressure.  The joule derives instantaneous

designated measure.  The ion inverts pressure
upon inert determined field.

515



POSTULATE:

Inert threshold upon inverse frequency defines
dissension.

516



ENGINEERING:

Derivative upon differential of designated
threshold of inert variance enters limit.

517



THEORY:

Instantaneous dislocation defers incongruent
field.

518



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon displaced invariable field
determines vestige of determined limit.

519



CONCLUSION:

Matter Morph inverts stasis upon variant
dissension.

520



PROSPECT:

Matter Morph designates inverse limit upon
determined inertia.

521



CHAPTER XXIX

522



NEUROANALYSIS
neurological analyzer

523



CONCEPT:

Pressure upon dislocated disjunction of variable
absolute enters dissension upon integral
determinant of instantaneous threshold.

524



BLUEPRINT:

The result upon the residual determinant limit
unborn beyond rectified limit of postulate and

integer denies the variable sequence
unjuxtaposed upon the sequence inborn upon the
limit of discerned variability upon the simulated

postulate.

525



SYNOPSIS:

The static return of incongruent and imprecise
determined variable of fission denies the limit of

static return.

526



SCHEMATIC:

WATT
“derivative”

→
MERCURY
“interval”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“inertia”
→

PHOTON
“influx”

→
VACUUM
“return”

527



DESIGN:

The watt designates inert limit upon juxtaposed
variance of instantaneous pressure.  The mercury
enters displacement upon threshold of designated
measure.  The gamma wave derives stasis upon
entropy.  The photon determines frequency.  The
vacuum prelocates interval upon variant integral
threshold of differential of proximate field and

inverse interval.

528



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon insequence enters instantaneous
postulate upon inverse threshold of inert limit.

529



ENGINEERING:

Pressure dislocated upon integral gravitational
determined juncture of force inverts.

530



THEORY:

Dissension upon limit of inert dimensional
congruence defers instantaneous proximate

return.

531



ANALYSIS:

Dislimit upon juncture of frequency and variant
analogous dimension enters zero.

532



CONCLUSION:

Neuroanalysis defines postulate upon intermittent
variable static frequency.

533



PROSPECT:

Neuroanalysis postulates integer upon disjunction
of interval of derivative of gravitational return.

534



CHAPTER XXX

535



OVHI
anti nuclear modus

536



CONCEPT:

Differential of interval of dislocated threshold of
inert congruence measures dislocation of inert

dimension.

537



BLUEPRINT:

Static limit upon deference of acceleration of
pressure of dislocated field defines one.

538



SYNOPSIS:

Threshold upon prelocated interval of definition
of inertia derives stasis.

539



SCHEMATIC:

GLUCOSE
“interval”

→
ZINC

“pressure”
→

VACUUM
“dislocation”

→
PHOTON
“entropy”

→
OHM

“variant”
→

OSCILLATOR
“return”

540



DESIGN:

The glucose defines dissension of interval of
instantaneous stasis.  The zinc derives constant.
The vacuum enters threshold upon determined

dissension.  The photon measures postulate.  The
ohm denies integral dislocation.  The oscillator
enters differential of interval of postulate and

instantaneous congruence.

541



POSTULATE:

Differential of interval of inert field and
dimension of pressure denies threshold.

542



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon dimension of inert axis and variant
entropy defines variable.

543



THEORY:

Dimension of longitudinal matrice of inert static
limit derives incongruence.

544



ANALYSIS:

Deference of instantaneous field dislocates upon
absolute variable.

545



CONCLUSION:

Ovhi measures interval upon rational inverse axis
of threshold.

546



PROSPECT:

Ovhi defines postulate upon dimension of stasis.

547



CHAPTER XXXI

548



R.I.
derivative function limiter

549



CONCEPT:

Return upon invariable prelocated dissension
enters threshold upon derivative of instantaneous

dissension.

550



BLUEPRINT:

Derivative upon insequential analogous
proximate return denotes function.

551



SYNOPSIS:

Integral value beset upon dissension derives
static incongruent dimension.

552



SCHEMATIC:

DECIBEL
“threshold”

→
JOULE

“indeterminant”
→

ULTRAVIOLET
“pressure”

→
DIODE

“congruence”
→

ION
“fission”

553



DESIGN:

The decibel derives inert limit.  The joule
displaces congruence.  The ultraviolet inverts

threshold of instantaneous pressure.  The diode
determines field.  The ion defines stasis.

554



POSTULATE:

Derived insequence upon inverse differential of
static measure defines inert limit.

555



ENGINEERING:

Inverse integral acceleration defines
instantaneous congruent dimension upon inverse

measure.

556



THEORY:

Dissension upon interval of return enters
recourse.

557



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon congruence defines inert static
variance.

558



CONCLUSION:

R.I. defines interval upon displaced dimension.

559



PROSPECT:

R.I. enters field of congruent variant dislocated
frequency.

560



CHAPTER XXXII

561



REDUX INVARIABLE
CONGRUENCE

water filter

562



CONCEPT:

Dissension upon invariable sequence of
intermittent stasis denotes congruence.

563



BLUEPRINT:

Denotation upon variant pressure dislimits
integral longitudinal field upon dimension of

inert frequency.

564



SYNOPSIS:

Prelocated vestige of axis of dislocated inverse
threshold of longitudinal dimension enters stasis.

565



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“variant dislocation”

→
PHOTON

“indeterminant”
→

CARBON
“threshold”

→
ALPHA WAVE

“measure”
→

MEGAWATT
“dimension”

566



DESIGN:

The ion displaces integral field upon inverse
frequency.  The photon displaces inert dimension

of longitudinal measure.  The carbon inverts
static field.  The alpha wave derives pressure.

The megawatt denies interval.

567



POSTULATE:

Dimension of acceleration of inert value of
dimension of dislocated field denies vestige of

analogous pressure.

568



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon inverse threshold of variant field
denies threshold.

569



THEORY:

Postulate upon dimension of acceleration of
denied axis enters invariable prelocation of

differential of static pressure and variant field.

570



ANALYSIS:

Pressure upon integral dimension of denied
integral value defers postulate.

571



CONCLUSION:

Redux Invariable Congruence enters dislimit.

572



PROSPECT:

Redux Invariable Congruence defines interval
upon dislocated pressure.

573



CHAPTER XXXIII

574



RUEX
underwater breathing mechanism

575



CONCEPT:

Differential upon vertex designated measure
enters return.

576



BLUEPRINT:

Instantaneous constant of differential of
determined vestige of proximate analogous

derivative of inert pressure and congruence of
displaced matrice of variant limit enters

dislocation.

577



SYNOPSIS:

Pressure upon instantaneous dimension of
incongruent field measures variable.

578



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“variance”

→
PRISM

“congruent axis”
→

ULTRAVIOLET
“measure”

→
BETA WAVE
“threshold”

579



DESIGN:

The ion inverts stasis of determined inertia.  The
prism determines inert field upon instantaneous
velocity.  The ultraviolet defines longitudinal

designated entropy.  The beta wave enters
instantaneous analogous derivative of pressure.

580



POSTULATE:

Variance of definition of inert axis of dislocated
pressure defines limit.

581



ENGINEERING:

Postulate upon congruence of designated variable
acceleration derives stasis of interval of

instantaneous threshold.

582



THEORY:

Pressure upon interval of variable field dislocates
upon interval of gravitational axis.

583



ANALYSIS:

Congruence upon variant determined field of
static longitudinal inertia enters postulate of

variant field.

584



CONCLUSION:

Ruex defines stasis upon variant determinant
interval of dislocated axis.

585



PROSPECT:

Ruex enters field of static force upon determined
analogous inertia.

586



CHAPTER XXXIV

587



TERRESTRIAL SONAR
dimensional field variance derivative

588



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous gravitational velocity derived upon
sequential derivative of dimensional measure
disjunction upon dissension of dimensional

variance defines invariable determinant upon
threshold of instantaneous interval.

589



BLUEPRINT:

Derivative upon insequence upon dimension of
interdimensional variance dislimits invariance.

590



SYNOPSIS:

Return upon derivative of static threshold of
congruent frequency intermediates upon

dislocated field.

591



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“interval”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“derivative”
→

RECTIFIER
“indeterminant”

→
DIODE

“return”
→

VACUUM
“instantaneous limit”

→
INFRARED
“inversion”

592



DESIGN:

The ion displaces instantaneous pressure.  The
gamma wave designates field.  The rectifier

instantaneously determines variant dislocated
frequency.  The diode defines measure.  The

vacuum differentiates variable threshold upon
displaced function of measure.  The infrared

designates threshold upon derivative of velocity.

593



POSTULATE:

Insequence derived upon instantaneous limit
enters variable.

594



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon dislocated field enters invariable
static derivative of instantaneous gravitational

field.

595



THEORY:

Postulate upon inverse threshold field upon
displaced measure inverts.

596



ANALYSIS:

Interval upon displaced dimensional variance
defines pressure.

597



CONCLUSION:

Terrestrial Sonar enters variable displaced
interval of static measure.

598



PROSPECT:

Terrestrial Sonar defines instantaneous threshold
of postulated field.

599



CHAPTER XXXV

600



THE ARKITEK
video game console

601



CONCEPT:

Designated return upon invariable limit
determines invariable designated field.

602



BLUEPRINT:

The transmission upon a release inborn of static
dismissal invariable of pressure denotes all value
result of an interpreted and unjuxtaposed value of

determined strength, the limit of calculation
invariable of pressure denoting value upon
threshold of limit, the pressure inborn of
sequence to determine the threshold of an

intermediary value determining the result of a
static inversion.

603



SYNOPSIS:

Limit of dissension unjuxtaposed beyond the
limit displaced upon a static release of inverse

measure defines and determines congruent
frequency.

604



SCHEMATIC:

OHM
“derivative”

→
MAGNESIUM NITRATE

“measure”
→

ULTRAVIOLET
“determined variance”

→
TRANSISTOR

“limit”
→

MERCURY
“threshold”

→
CELL

“determinant”

605



DESIGN:

The ohm dislocates invariable pressure.  The
magnesium nitrate defers instantaneous limit.
The ultraviolet returns velocity.  The transistor
designates field.  The mercury inverts.  The cell

instantaneously derives static measure.

606



POSTULATE:

Inversion upon displaced velocity returns.

607



ENGINEERING:

Determined variable limit designates frequency.

608



THEORY:

Instantaneous limit derives pressure.

609



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon designated interval defines
measure.

610



CONCLUSION:

The Arkitek inverts pressure.

611



PROSPECT:

The Arkitek defines invariable field.

612



CHAPTER XXXVI

613



THE DIAL
instant dishwasher

614



CONCEPT:

Derivative influx beyond incongruent dissolution
of matrice of invariable frequency of inert
displacement of dissension of limit defines

entropy.

615



BLUEPRINT:

The measure of denoted frequency inverts upon a
limit of threshold denoting value of transitory
measure to be the inborn and relative measure.

616



SYNOPSIS:

Limit of pressure of inborn static and displaced
pressure determines variable sequence of

determined variance.

617



SCHEMATIC:

ALPHA WAVE
“determinant”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“influx”
→

ZINC
“rectified field”

→
GYROSCOPE

“interval”
→

CARBON
“threshold”

→
ULTRAVIOLET

“dimension”

618



DESIGN:

The alpha wave returns variant inversion of static
field.  The gamma wave defines field upon
interval of pressure.  The zinc intermediates

variant interval.  The gyroscope enters
instantaneous limit.  The carbon defers

gravitational inverse postulate of differential of
inert dissension.  The ultraviolet derives

congruence.

619



POSTULATE:

Deference of incongruent dimension of inert
calibrated variant instantaneous pressure enters

one.

620



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon inert axis of instantaneous
threshold of congruent quotient of field derives

stasis.

621



THEORY:

Postulate upon inverse limit of field enters
dimension.

622



ANALYSIS:

Congruence upon displaced variant instantaneous
return defines incongruent entropy.

623



CONCLUSION:

The Dial defers measure.

624



PROSPECT:

The Dial measures interval upon stasis of
differential of static threshold and inverse field.

625



CHAPTER XXXVII

626



THE EXVOLIX
photography camera

627



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon determined field juxtaposed
upon incongruent measure enters variable.

628



BLUEPRINT:

In measure upon a interpreted velocity, the design
of a integral mass denotes all but the return of a
implicit and integral measure, the limit inborn
unjuxtaposed upon a matrice denoting limit in

instantaneous pressure devoid upon a limit.

629



SYNOPSIS:

The unjuxtaposed result of pressure and
determined catalyst of measure of sequential

derivative of congruent static release rectifies in
mass.

630



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“function”

→
RECTIFIER

“inverse pressure”
→

INFRARED
“derivative”

→
CARBON
“inertia”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“threshold”

631



DESIGN:

The ion denotes variance upon integral return.
The rectifier postulates variable stasis.  The

infrared limits differential of inverse limit and
sequential derivative.  The carbon designates

field.  The gamma wave returns invariable
pressure.

632



POSTULATE:

The differential of static limit and inverse
congruence defines measure.

633



ENGINEERING:

Interval upon designated threshold of inert value
defines limit.

634



THEORY:

Postulate upon designated measure enters
congruence.

635



ANALYSIS:

Dislocated field upon variant pressure inverts.

636



CONCLUSION:

The Exvolix defines incongruent field upon
dimensional pressure.

637



PROSPECT:

The Exvolix enters measure upon instantaneous
dimension.

638



CHAPTER XXXVIII

639



THE FILA
body chemistry analyzer

640



CONCEPT:

Differential upon stasis of inert frequency of
dissension of variable determinant influx derives

instantaneous congruence.

641



BLUEPRINT:

In measure upon a inborn insurmountable release
of interpreted flux, the longitudinal frequency

inborn upon a static limit denotes all velocity of
return.

642



SYNOPSIS:

Interpreted beyond the limit of dissension of
static release, the measure inborn beyond the

limit of sequential derivative returns.

643



SCHEMATIC:

SULFUR
“invariable postulate”

→
MAGNESIUM
“derivative”

→
DIODE

“interval”
→

VACUUM
“displaced variance”

→
INFRARED

“inverse threshold”
→

OSCILLATOR
“return”

644



DESIGN:

The sulfur defines incongruence upon differential
of measure and indeterminant velocity.  The

magnesium defers postulate of inert dislocation
of pressure.  The diode measures variant

dissension of interval of derivative of
gravitational axis.  The vacuum enters

prelocation of vestige of intermediary threshold.
The infrared determines frequency upon stasis of
congruent field.  The oscillator measures variable

static limit.

645



POSTULATE:

Congruent variable axis upon dislocated
gravitational inert measure enters one.

646



ENGINEERING:

Threshold upon dissemination of instantaneous
pressure defines intermediary vestige of absolute.

647



THEORY:

Pressure upon dislocated variant determinant of
threshold of stasis measures velocity.

648



ANALYSIS:

Postulate upon invariable limit defers
congruence.

649



CONCLUSION:

The Fila enters value upon influx of determined
field.

650



PROSPECT:

The Fila determines measure upon instantaneous
threshold of differential of inert postulate and

derivative of field.

651



CHAPTER XXXIX

652



THE GNOBE
frequency telephone

653



CONCEPT:

Designated field upon interval of inert pressure
defines variable.

654



BLUEPRINT:

In limit, the pressure in the threshold of
determined space results upon invariable static
dimension and pressure of influx determining

value of static release.

655



SYNOPSIS:

The limit inborn upon a static release of
determined force of rectified integer of postulated

value rectifies in congruent pressure.

656



SCHEMATIC:

GOLD
“variant”

→
JOULE

“designated return”
→

PRISM
“threshold”

→
ALKALINE
“pressure”

→
ION

“field”

657



DESIGN:

The gold inverts pressure.  The joule derives
instantaneous limit.  The prism defies static

variance.  The alkaline designated measure.  The
ion inverts threshold.

658



POSTULATE:

Pressure upon dislocated field defines interval.

659



ENGINEERING:

Inert limit designates one.

660



THEORY:

Gravitational return upon dislocated measure
inverts.

661



ANALYSIS:

Instantaneous field derives static interval.

662



CONCLUSION:

The Gnobe defines threshold.

663



PROSPECT:

The Gnobe instantaneously defers limit.

664



CHAPTER XL

665



THE GRAVIBALL
gravitational field manipulating toy ball

666



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon direction of dimensional inert
function of velocity defines pressure.

667



BLUEPRINT:

The determined capacity inborn upon a threshold
of limit decelerates upon the crux of inversion
upon the static measure of an unjuxtaposed and

inverted limit.

668



SYNOPSIS:

The displaced gravitational field of measure of
determined rectitude of variable dissension

determines variable.

669



SCHEMATIC:

ULTRAVIOLET
“interval”

→
HERTZ

“return”
→

DIODE
“pressure”

→
CARBON

“designated measure”
→

ALPHA WAVE
“threshold”

670



DESIGN:

The ultraviolet determines variance.  The hertz
designates field.  The diode returns interval.  The

carbon defines instantaneous frequency.  The
alpha wave measure invariable inertia.

671



POSTULATE:

Designated measure upon variant limit defines
instantaneous return.

672



ENGINEERING:

Determined vestige of proximate threshold
inverts.

673



THEORY:

Pressure upon variable gravitational return
defines inert dimension.

674



ANALYSIS:

Definition upon gravitational field
instantaneously derives static interval.

675



CONCLUSION:

The Graviball defines pressure upon interval.

676



PROSPECT:

The Graviball enters instantaneous derivative
upon inertia.

677



CHAPTER XLI

678



THE HOLOGRAM
variant displaced field

679



CONCEPT:

Instantaneous return upon variant velocity upon
differential of stasis of congruent field dislocates.

680



BLUEPRINT:

Dissension upon variant limit inverts.

681



SYNOPSIS:

Postulate upon dimension of integral absolute
defines instantaneous determined congruence.

682



SCHEMATIC:

PHOTON
“variant postulate”

→
GAMMA WAVE
“indeterminant”

→
MEGAWATT
“congruence”

→
ULTRAVIOLET

“velocity”

683



DESIGN:

The photon inverts static pressure.  The gamma
wave dislocates interval of acceleration.  The
megawatt determines instantaneous integral
pressure.  The ultraviolet defers interval of

differential of constant dissension of absolute
inertia.

684



POSTULATE:

The pressure upon dislocated measure determines
interval.

685



ENGINEERING:

The stasis of dimension of rationalized measure
defines zero.

686



THEORY:

The instantaneous congruence of interval of inert
limit defers constant.

687



ANALYSIS:

The inert displaced field upon determined
absolute enters variance.

688



CONCLUSION:

The Hologram defines instantaneous limit upon
differential of static return and inverse limit.

689



PROSPECT:

The Hologram defers congruence.

690



CHAPTER XLII

691



THE KALKILAS
theoretical calculator

692



CONCEPT:

Differential upon invariable pressure and
dislocated static frequency defines instantaneous

differential upon invariable frequency and
displaced inversion upon gravitational

designation.

693



BLUEPRINT:

The static inverse measure denoting frequency of
inversion towards all intermittent and variable

decline resounds finite in application and format
to denote longevity of appraisal towards limit
confined by result of measure to denote limit
inborn upon justification and rationalization

towards an influx of fission denoting result and
immediate threshold of limit of inborn velocity.

694



SYNOPSIS:

The congruent displaced frequency of all
measure of static reprisal of dissension of

pressure determines the longitudinal variance
upon displaced axis.

695



SCHEMATIC:

GAMMA WAVE
“differential”

→
DIODE

“pressure”
→

ION
“variance”

696



DESIGN:

The gamma wave inverts variable limit.  The
diode determines frequency.  The ion displaces

return.

697



POSTULATE:

Displaced measure upon invariable limit defines
pressure.

698



ENGINEERING:

Designated threshold upon variance defines
measure.

699



THEORY:

Interval upon dislocated variance determines one.

700



ANALYSIS:

Frequency upon inversion of determined return
defines variable.

701



CONCLUSION:

The Kalkilas returns variance.

702



PROSPECT:

The Kalkilas defines instantaneous frequency.

703



CHAPTER XLIII

704



THE KEYHOLE
controlled port

705



CONCEPT:

Differential upon designated rectified dislimit
upon proximate velocity of instantaneous

gravitational prelocation of juxtaposed matrice
defines variable requisite upon differential of

frame and integral value.

706



BLUEPRINT:

In instantaneous measure, the velocity upon the
determined measure results in instantaneous

measure.

707



SYNOPSIS:

Designated release of invalid dislocation upon
frequency determines limit.

708



SCHEMATIC:

VACUUM
“inverse determinant”

→
DIODE

“rectified threshold”
→

ULTRAVIOLET
“designated axis”

→
MEGAWATT

“field”
→

PHOTON
“dislocated variance”

→
TRANSISTOR

“interval”
→

JOULE
“limit”

709



DESIGN:

The vacuum defines pressure upon displaced
integral velocity.  The diode enters recourse upon

interval.  The ultraviolet determines threshold
upon integral designated axis of determined
acceleration.  The megawatt enters postulate

upon differential of rectified longitudinal
measure and indeterminant field.  The photon

enters gravitational limit.  The transistor derives
instantaneous quotient.  The joule defines

entropy.

710



POSTULATE:

Interval upon designated threshold of variant
acceleration enters one.

711



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon dislocated integral return derives
instantaneous quotient.

712



THEORY:

Postulate upon invariable denial of inert static
velocity designates field.

713



ANALYSIS:

Quotient upon derivative of stasis of incongruent
gravitational juncture enters zero.

714



CONCLUSION:

The Keyhole inverts determined velocity.

715



PROSPECT:

The Keyhole measures inert variance.

716



CHAPTER XLIV

717



THE LIGHT ARROW
luminous bow & arrow toy

718



CONCEPT:

Inertia upon dissension of wave function derives
interdimensional axis.

719



BLUEPRINT:

The determined velocity upon a threshold of
inverted and procedural measure influx beyond

the static and unjuxtaposed frequency of
immeasurable limit denotes force upon the static

release of an invariable velocity towards the
influx decelerated beyond the frequency of

inborn value.

720



SYNOPSIS:

Determined of longitudinal limit of axis of
determined variable force, the limit of

deceleration determines invariable measure.

721



SCHEMATIC:

MAGNET
“derivative”

→
MERCURY

“inert frequency”
→

INFRARED
“determined interval”

→
MAGNESIUM

“designated field”
→

ION
“frequency”

722



DESIGN:

The magnet defines pressure.  The mercury
inverts static derivative of invariable measure.
The infrared instantaneously returns threshold

upon frequency.  The magnesium derives
definition upon velocity.  The ion returns

directive of function of dimensional inertia.

723



POSTULATE:

Interval of static pressure denies instantaneous
limit.

724



ENGINEERING:

Derivative upon instantaneous return inverts.

725



THEORY:

Inert designated field determines variant
frequency.

726



ANALYSIS:

Pressure upon dislocated axis postulates
invariable field.

727



CONCLUSION:

The Light Arrow defines frequency.

728



PROSPECT:

The Light Arrow designates gravitational return
upon determined variable.

729



CHAPTER XLV

730



THE LAZ
printing press

731



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon inversion of static interval
derives instantaneous limit.

732



BLUEPRINT:

Pressure inborn upon a limit, the instantaneous
frequency inverted upon a threshold of

interpreted magnitude, resounds finite upon a
measure juxtaposed beyond interpreted frequency

of velocity.

733



SYNOPSIS:

Juxtaposed beyond the limit of rectified integer
of measure and determined variance of static

displaced velocity, the measure of static inverts.

734



SCHEMATIC:

INFRARED
“inversion”

→
CARBON

“determined threshold”
→

ION
“designated field”

→
SULFUR DIOXIDE

“variant”
→

GOLD
“return”

735



DESIGN:

The infrared defines instantaneous limit.  The
carbon defers retention.  The ion designates field.
The sulfur dioxide defines integral velocity.  The

gold instantaneously derives static threshold.

736



POSTULATE:

Definition upon regress of invariable limit
determines variable.

737



ENGINEERING:

Derivative upon variant limit designates
threshold.

738



THEORY:

Pressure upon dislocated field defines determined
interval.

739



ANALYSIS:

Derivative upon frequency defines return.

740



CONCLUSION:

The Laz instantaneously measures interval.

741



PROSPECT:

The Laz defines variable.

742



CHAPTER XLVI

743



THE LIGHT CYCLE
instant washer & dryer

744



CONCEPT:

Determinant vestige upon invariable limit defines
congruent dimension.

745



BLUEPRINT:

In indeterminant measure, the limit upon a fixed
interval of instantaneous inversion of limit and
pressure determines an instantaneous release of

inversion of value juxtaposed upon release.

746



SYNOPSIS:

The limit disborn upon a sequence of inversion
and variable dissension upon static measure

results in intermediary limit of sequence.

747



SCHEMATIC:

ULTRAVIOLET
“designated field”

→
PRISM

“invariable pressure”
→

POTASSIUM
“determined variance”

→
SILVER

“dimensional limit”
→

DELTA WAVE
“velocity”

748



DESIGN:

The ultraviolet defines measure.  The prism
defines instantaneous deferred threshold.  The

potassium designated interval.  The silver
instantaneously measures field.  The delta wave

derives gravitational pressure.

749



POSTULATE:

Interval upon instantaneous field derives release.

750



ENGINEERING:

Pressure upon dislocated variance determines
field.

751



THEORY:

Instantaneous limit defers inversion.

752



ANALYSIS:

Definition upon variable dimension measures
velocity.

753



CONCLUSION:

The Light Cycle defines variance.

754



PROSPECT:

The Light Cycle derives static return.

755



CHAPTER XLVII

756



THE ARO
variable postulate audio playing device

757



CONCEPT:

Directive upon integral function derived upon
instantaneous pressure inverts.

758



BLUEPRINT:

In static longitudinal frequency, the measure
denoted upon a fission of inborn static, all

expounding upon the threshold denoting static
velocity, interprets all rate of influx inborn

beyond fission beyond interpreted measure of
inborn rate.

759



SYNOPSIS:

The consequential determined variance of
displaced inert pressure determines the variance

of displaced velocity.

760



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“derivative”

→
HYDROGEN

“instantaneous limit”
→

CIRCUIT
“designated field”

→
VOLT

“integral dissension”
→

ALPHA WAVE
“directive”

→
MERCURY
“catalyst”

761



DESIGN:

The ion designates measure.  The hydrogen
inverts static derivative.  The circuit denies
pressure.  The volt instantaneously returns

threshold.  The alpha wave designates interval.
The mercury derives velocity.

762



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon inversion of integral pressure
denies instantaneous field.

763



ENGINEERING:

Designated field inverts upon static threshold.

764



THEORY:

Limit instantaneously measures derivative.

765



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon variable gravitational measure
defines interval.

766



CONCLUSION:

The Aro defines derivative.

767



PROSPECT:

The Aro inverts frequency.

768



CHAPTER XLVIII

769



THE PHANTOM
hyper motorcycle

770



CONCEPT:

Regulation upon interval of interdimensional
field of static variance defines instantaneous

limit.

771



BLUEPRINT:

The ignition upon fixed frequency of interval
resounds finite and unjuxtaposed upon the
determined value invariable of a fixed and

instantaneous release of value of interdimentional
frequency.

772



SYNOPSIS:

The invariable determined measure upon a
sequence of differential of unjuxtaposed limit of

inversion denotes frequency.

773



SCHEMATIC:

KEY
“initiation”

→
VOLT

“pressure”
→

VACUUM
“fission”

→
TRANSISTOR

“inversion”
→

OHM
“differential”

→
MERCURY

“static threshold”
→

WHEEL
“motion”

774



DESIGN:

The key denotes interval upon instantaneous
release.  The volt displaces interval upon

differential of static limit and congruent field.
The vacuum defines instantaneous variance.  The

transistor designates field.  The ohm defines
pressure.  The mercury limits static interval.  The

wheel defines velocity.

775



POSTULATE:

Differential upon displaced variance defines
instantaneous congruent return.

776



ENGINEERING:

Interval upon dislocated field returns.

777



THEORY:

Instantaneous limit defines interval.

778



ANALYSIS:

Definition upon variant limit dislocates.

779



CONCLUSION:

The Phantom inverts pressure.

780



PROSPECT:

The Phantom designates interval upon
instantaneous gravitational return.

781



CHAPTER XLIX

782



THE REM 
video format

783



CONCEPT:

Designated field derives instantaneous threshold.

784



BLUEPRINT:

In static fission the determined restitution of all
measure invariable of a fission denoting release
unjuxtaposed beyond instantaneous threshold

influx beyond value returns.

785



SYNOPSIS:

Limit inborn beyond rectified limit of determined
variance of limit of congruent measure defines

longitudinal variance of determined axis.

786



SCHEMATIC:

ULTRAVIOLET
“return”

→
ION

“designated threshold”
→

OHM
“derivative”

787



DESIGN:

The ultraviolet defines limit.  The ion inverts
static pressure.  The ohm measures field.

788



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon variant limit defines inert field.

789



ENGINEERING:

Threshold upon variant limit dislocates.

790



THEORY:

Inertia upon variant field inverts.

791



ANALYSIS:

Designated inert gravitational return defines
variable.

792



CONCLUSION:

The Rem defines static return.

793



PROSPECT:

The Rem postulates variant field.

794



CHAPTER L

795



THE SYMBIOTIC SQUARE
writing tablet

796



CONCEPT:

Derivative upon integral dimension denies value.

797



BLUEPRINT:

The frequency of inverse acceleration and form
of an intermediary and unjuxtaposed result of

integer denies and accelerates the measure of an
unjuxtaposed and instantaneous pressure in

determined and static interval.

798



SYNOPSIS:

The juxtaposed variable of sequence of
determined variable return measures the limit of

interval.

799



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“return”

→
ALKALINE
“catalyst”

→
MAGNESIUM

“threshold”
→

VACUUM
“determined measure”

→
GAMMA WAVE

“variable”

800



DESIGN:

The ion denies variant limit.  The alkaline derives
pressure.  The magnesium determines variance.

The vacuum returns variable gravitational inertia.
The gamma wave inverts frequency.

801



POSTULATE:

Pressure upon variant limit defines variance.

802



ENGINEERING:

Inertia upon dislocated threshold denies
frequency.

803



THEORY:

Inert measure upon displaced field dislocates.

804



ANALYSIS:

Measure upon dissension inverts.

805



CONCLUSION:

The Symbiotic Square defines threshold.

806



PROSPECT:

The Symbiotic Square returns instantaneous
derivative.

807



CHAPTER LI

808



THE VESTIGE
metatelevision

809



CONCEPT:

Differential upon static variant dislimit of
sequential derivative of stasis and designated

influx upon dimensional return defines
instantaneous pressure.

810



BLUEPRINT:

In approximate influx beyond redetermined
value, the approximate inborn and instantaneous
release upon derision born of matrice of pressure
denotes inborn value determining reminiscence

beyond all threshold born in the sequence deflux
injuxtaposed beyond measure.

811



SYNOPSIS:

The limit of longitudinal variable of determined
axis of pressure of dissension determines variable

release of static measure.

812



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“insequence”

→
PHOTON
“juncture”

→
ALPHA WAVE
“dimension”

→
QUARTZ

“designated variable”
→

HYDROGEN
“disjunction”

→
MEGAWATT
“pressure”

813



DESIGN:

The ion displaces integral determinant of
insequence and velocity.  The photon returns

instantaneous threshold of differential of measure
of static pressure and integral field.  The alpha

wave inverts dislocation of instantaneous inertia.
The quartz measures acceleration of variance of

interval of stasis of prelocated threshold of
sequential derivative of gravitational axis.  The
hydrogen determines frequency.  The megawatt

designates limit.

814



POSTULATE:

Invariable sequence of determined vestige of
threshold of pressure inverts.

815



ENGINEERING:

Postulate upon inverse juncture of static
prelocated field denies threshold.

816



THEORY:

Determined variable instantaneous function of
variance determines integral velocity.

817



ANALYSIS:

Pressure upon dislocated measure enters
gravitational axis.

818



CONCLUSION:

The Vestige enters return upon variable static
dislocated field of instantaneous dimension.

819



PROSPECT:

The Vestige denies threshold upon juncture of
inertia.

820



CHAPTER LII

821



TRACTOR BEAM
derivative pressure

822



CONCEPT:

Return upon variant dissension of threshold of
analogous derivative of static influx derives

measure.

823



BLUEPRINT:

Directive upon sequential interval of postulate of
insequence defers variance.

824



SYNOPSIS:

Instantaneous threshold upon dissension enters
return.

825



SCHEMATIC:

DIODE
“disjunction”

→
VACUUM

“indeterminant”
→

ALPHA WAVE
“dissension”

→
PRISM

“interval”
→

ION
“return”

826



DESIGN:

The diode inverts static pressure.  The vacuum
returns variant integral dissension.  The alpha
wave derives inversion.  The prism dislocates

field.  The ion determines congruence.

827



POSTULATE:

Inverse field upon dissension returns.

828



ENGINEERING:

Determinant field dislocates upon integral
dimension.

829



THEORY:

Pressure upon dimensional axis determines
designated variance.

830



ANALYSIS:

Disjunction upon pressure determines inverse
congruent field.

831



CONCLUSION:

The Tractor Beam determines inversion upon
stasis upon integral juncture.

832



PROSPECT:

The Tractor Beam designates postulate upon
inverse axis of field.

833



CHAPTER LIII

834



AUTOMATA
automated drive

835



CONCEPT:

Differential upon determined axis of integral
variance and derivative of instantaneous

frequency determines variable dimension upon
instantaneous threshold of determined integral

inertia.

836



BLUEPRINT:

The determined velocity upon an instantaneous
release of pressure designates the volume
contained within a limit inborn upon the

threshold of determined measure.

837



SYNOPSIS:

Value upon response designates the limit.

838



SCHEMATIC:

TRANSISTOR:
“variable threshold”

→
ALPHA WAVE

“designated field”
→

OHM
“interval”

→
SULFUR

“determinant”

839



DESIGN:

The transistor inverts static measure upon
variable pressure.  The alpha wave determines

field upon variant displacement of integral
threshold of limit.  The ohm derives

instantaneous velocity.  The sulfur rectifies
instantaneous variance upon static integral

dimension.

840



POSTULATE:

Derivative upon variant frequency of
instantaneous limit defines congruent measure.

841



ENGINEERING:

Designated field upon invariable pressure
determines field.

842



THEORY:

Instantaneous return upon derivative of
instantaneous integral variance defines pressure.

843



ANALYSIS:

Threshold upon inversion of instantaneous
integral dimension returns.

844



CONSLUSION:

Automata defines instantaneous variance.

845



PROSPECT:

Automata defines return upon determined inertia.

846



CHAPTER LIV

847



INX
regain of discharge

848



CONCEPT:

Interval upon deposed rectification upon
invariable field of static derivative of pressure
denies incongruent differential of inert variant

limit and designated inertia.

849



BLUEPRINT:

In the variable distinction of every given constant
impact upon the reaction of the velocity of

distinction between non variable and reaction, the
impact upon the magnitude of designated form

regains every value.

850



SYNOPSIS:

The measure determined of improper threshold of
designated force determines improper release.

851



SCHEMATIC:

HERTZ
“variant limit”

→
CARBON

“threshold”
→

NITROGEN
“inverse determinant”

→
ION

“measure”
→

CELL
“derivative”

852



DESIGN:

The hertz measures variant displaced function of
definition of limit.  The carbon inverts field upon

designated acceleration.  The nitrogen defines
incongruent rationalization upon invariable

dislocation of differential of static measure and
instantaneous pressure.  The ion defers measure.

The cell determines interval upon congruent
return.

853



POSTULATE:

Differential of inverse threshold of axis defines
measure.

854



ENGINEERING:

Instantaneous velocity upon differential of
derived frequency and determined axis defines

congruence.

855



THEORY:

Pressure upon dislocated interval of static
entropy enters recourse.

856



ANALYSIS:

Postulate upon integrity of inert static variance
dislimits instantaneous quotient.

857



CONCLUSION:

Inx defines instantaneous gravitational limit upon
deferred measure.

858



PROSPECT:

Inx dislimits incongruent dimension of definition
of function of inertia.

859



CHAPTER LV

860



THE DRAGON
perpetual regain of energy

861



CONCEPT:

Interval of deposed rectification upon function of
dissension of value derives congruence.

862



BLUEPRINT:

In the exact and constant variable of frequency,
the regain of instant exact and measured instant
return of magnitude towards regain of impact

designates the return of all returned.

863



SYNOPSIS:

Designated velocity of inborn return of threshold
of velocity determines one.

864



SCHEMATIC:

MAGNESIUM
“threshold”

→
CIRCUIT

“determinant influx”
→

OSCILLATOR
“return”

865



DESIGN:

The magnesium derives static postulate upon
differential of invariable axis and instantaneous

limit.  The circuit denies threshold upon
determinant variance.  The oscillator defines

magnitude upon invariable inertia.

866



POSTULATE:

Pressure upon dislocated return of static interval
defines instantaneous velocity.

867



ENGINEERING:

Dislimit upon congruent dislocated acceleration
enters invariable threshold of determined integer.

868



THEORY:

Dissension upon frequency of inert measure
defines instantaneous pressure.

869



ANALYSIS:

Postulate upon variant dimension of variable
inertia defines incongruent determinant of

instantaneous axis.

870



CONCLUSION:

The Dragon defines variant pressure upon
instantaneous definition of derivative of interval.

871



PROSPECT:

The Dragon enters recourse upon invariable static
dislimit.

872



PART VIII

MATHEMATICS

873



CHAPTER I

874



THE DERIVATIVE THEORY

Integer determines negative interval.

875



Inversion upon threshold of postulate designates
frequency.

876



Threshold upon return of static frequency
determines variable.

877



Limit disjunction upon variable returns.

878



Postulate inverts frequency.

Threshold of inversion measures threshold.

879



CHAPTER II

880



RATIONAL MATRICE

Return upon variant absolute dimension enters
dislocation.

881



Disjunction beyond incongruent field
intermediates.

882



Dimensional axis derives constant.

883



Velocity upon integral variable returns.

884



CHAPTER III

885



FAARAX

Juncture upon division of static determinant
defines incongruent axis.

Measure juxtaposed upon differential of
threshold of frequency and dislocation of interval

enters one.

886



CHAPTER IV

887



ABSOLUTE INVERSION

Determined position upon differential of axis
determines quotient.

Differential upon static field enters return.

888



CHAPTER V

889



METADERIVATIVE

Interval upon differential of static quotient of
inverse determinant field enters value.

Postulate upon rational variant dimension of
static congruence defines measure.

890



CHAPTER VI

891



DIIRA

Prelocation upon indivisible inert dissemination
of integral limit defers measure.

Postulate upon integral recourse defines
incongruent axis.

Prelocated dissemination of function of variable
quotient defines integer.

892



CHAPTER VII

893



ASYMMETRY

Instantaneous quotient upon variable intermittent
axis of derivative of static return defines dislimit.

Interval upon instantaneous measure of definition
of frequency determines inverse postulate.

Congruence upon instantaneous limit defers
measure.

894



CHAPTER VIII

895



ABSOLUTE ONE
[1]

Inverse dimension upon threshold of rational
derivative of insequential postulate defers

interval.

Postulate upon differential of denied axis of
intermittent variable limit and derivative of

inverse determined constant denies threshold.

Inverse rationalization of congruent field of
absolute juncture upon deferred integer defines

constant.

896



CHAPTER IX

897



THE PROOF

Dislimit upon insequential field of inverse variant
measure enters axis.

Postulate upon quotient of inverse threshold of
denied rationalization of integral return denies

value.

Limit upon juncture of dimension of absolute
field enters value.

898



PART IX

MEDICAL SCIENCE

899



CHAPTER I

900



MEDICAL HYPOTHESIS
VOLUME I

901



“Invariable Rectified Limit” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for cancer:

The measure of return upon a designated and
internal determined endocrine return of

impersistent propagation of vital internal damage
and enzyme deterioration prelocates a measure

dislocated upon a variable internal redress
without static internal limit, designated upon the

endocrine acceleration of empirical internal
designated entropy withstanding a limit of

redress upon enzyme propagation of returning
internal designated velocity of immune directive

towards impunity of internal propagation of
selective interval of inertia of cellular agency, the

internal pretense upon displaced cellular
acceleration determining designation of selective

acquiescence of return of preliminary
withstanding of redress towards function of

immunity. 

902



“Designated Fission” is my hypothesis
towards a cure for HIV/AIDS:

Interval upon instantaneous dimension of
prelocated atrophy returning impersistent

acceleration upon degenerative thyroid regulation
deteriorates preliminary mitochondria

designation upon instantaneous degenerative
cardiovascular inert displacement.

903



“Integral Dimension” is my hypothesis
towards a cure for viruses:

Variable prelocation upon displaced cellular
threshold of invariable designation of directive of

mitochondria threshold of integral designation
returns degenerative interval of instantaneous

pressure of displaced endocrine prelocation upon
designated inert immunity of invariable static

entropy of dissension.

904



“Frequency Prelocation” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for multiple

sclerosis:

Derivative upon cellular dislocation of
instantaneous pressure of lipid threshold of

interval of designated lymph inert displacement
determines inert designated thyroid degenerative

return upon determined variable redress.

905



“Directive Of Release” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

diabetes:

Frequency of mitochondria threshold of integral
instantaneous pressure dislocated upon cellular

inert dislocation upon interval of designated
cardiovascular dimension of endocrine inert
interval of derived prelocation determines
designated inert pressure upon threshold of

frequency.

906



“Impersistent Variance” is my
hypothesis towards accelerated

healing:

Differential upon invariable static dimension of
prelocated threshold of inert congruent

mitochondria requisite upon displaced variance
of enzyme degeneration dislocates variance upon

integral dimensional lipid frequency of
intermediate prelocation upon returned invariable

limit.

907



“Indefinite Inert Measure” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

paralysis:

Postulate upon return of integral dimension of
pressure upon derivative of threshold of

designated cerebral designated fission determines
interval of cellular dimension upon frequency of

dislocated entropy.

908



“Indeterminant Threshold” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for autism:

Frequency of displaced inert dimension of
accelerated hippocampus derivative upon

dimension of entropy designates inert displaced
thyroid degenerative measure upon interval of

thalamus dislocated variance.

909



“Accelerated Determined Vestige” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for

down syndrome:

Intermediate prelocated atrophy upon displaced
interval of designated hypothalamus regenerative
limit rectifies invariable displaced instantaneous
derivative upon instantaneous pressure displaced
upon variant integral hippocampus threshold of
derivative of intermediate cellular frequency of

instantaneous interval of degenerative
designation.

910



“Intermediate Axis” is my hypothesis
towards a cure for blindness:

Derivative upon instantaneous pressure
dislocated upon integral designated retinal
measure of instantaneous frequency upon

threshold of cellular inert dimension of derivative
upon dislocated limit derives inert return upon

designated velocity of instantaneous pressure of
rectified threshold upon displaced interval of

cellular variance.

911



“Inversion Upon Derivative” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

deafness:

Designated pressure returning upon inert
displaced frequency of invariable static threshold
of postulate upon nervous field of instantaneous
designated internal limit designates invariable

limit upon return.

912



“Fission Determined Pressure” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

muscular dystrophy:

Prelocated dimension of invariable static enzyme
directive of static derivative defines return upon
dimension of degenerative isolated frequency of

threshold upon derived static designation of
measure.

913



“Degenerative Measure” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for epilepsy:

Invariable threshold of determined hippocampus
inert displaced entropy defines instantaneous
return upon invariable static dissension upon

threshold of designated limit.

914



“Inert Dissension” is my hypothesis
towards a cure for the coma:

Pressure dislocated upon variance of determined
rectified thalamus degenerative frequency of

vestige of prelocated hippocampus redress upon
frequency of invariable threshold determines

invariable limit.

915



“Prelocated Invariable Stasis” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for heart

disease:

Degenerative inert dissension upon returned
invariable dimension of lipid function towards
degenerative threshold defines variable redress
upon cardiovascular dimension of function of

determined static frequency.

916



“Derivative Upon Frequency” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for sexually

transmitted diseases:

Inert dissension returning invariable pressure
upon thalamus determined variance upon cellular

acceleration of determined measure defines
invariable endocrine threshold upon inverse

prelocated limit.

917



“Degenerative Threshold” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for asthma:

Designation upon inverted threshold of endocrine
measure of dislocated frequency upon lipid
dimension of thyroid prelocation designates

invariable redress upon static measure.

918



“Prelocated Derivative” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

dementia:

Instantaneous inert dimension of static pressure
of thalamus designated thyroid threshold of
variable limit designates invariable measure.

919



“Intermediary Pressure” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

osteoporosis:

Prelocated dystrophy upon instantaneous velocity
of threshold of thyroid immunity directs vestige
upon redress withstanding limit displaced upon

variable enzyme integral designation.

920



“Inversion Designated Return” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

pneumonia:

Determined atrophy upon cellular variance
displaces congruent pressure dislocated upon

thyroid interval of mitochondria directive
towards invariable enzyme limit.

921



“Dissension Derivative” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

arthritis:

Invariable redress upon static dimensional
variance of displaced cellular designated
threshold of intermediary interval upon

determined pressure designates static return upon
endocrine determined vestige of prelocated

dystrophy.

922



“Disjunction Interval” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis:

Derivative upon instantaneous pressure upon
degenerative thyroid inertia designates

hippocampus redress upon instantaneous
threshold of static mitochondria derivative upon

determined lipid interval upon inert thalamus
variance.

923



“Postulate Indeterminant” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

dermatitis:

Return upon invariable limit upon differential of
mitochondria frequency and threshold of static

enzyme prelocation defines thalamus directive of
instantaneous inertia.

924



“Determinant Velocity” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for polio:

Invariable static pressure upon inversion upon
hypothalamus directive of endocrine measure

defines instantaneous limit.

925



“Threshold Determinant Vestige” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for

acne:

Inverse pressure upon thyroid displaced inertia
defines lipid congruent variance upon integral

serotonin velocity.

926



“Displaced Inert Threshold” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for high

blood pressure:

Derivative upon hippocampus redress upon
invariable lymph dissension of static thalamus
pressure dislocates upon frequency of enzyme

directive of inertia of cardiovascular determined
stasis of limit.

927



“Determinant Longitudinal Inversion”
is my hypothesis towards a cure for

the grand mal seizure:

Reprise upon sequential lymph designated field
of velocity upon determined vestige of dopamine

threshold denies variance.

928



“THE ELIXIR” is a cellular inertia
medicine. It is intended to cleanse the
blood, cause weight loss, and return

inertia to the body.

Dimensional variance upon integral endocrine
measure upon displaced variance of serotonin

acceleration defines instantaneous pressure upon
lipid threshold of instantaneous mitochondria

interval of static inert hippocampus redress upon
intermediary static lymph designation of

determined threshold upon instantaneous cellular
directive of thyroid interval of integral measure. 

929



“Dionucleic Phosphate” is a one time
injection treatment to stop

menstruation while retaining fertility:

Intermittent value upon derived magnesium
return upon dislocated sulfate interval of static
mitochondria vestige of thalamus prelocation

defines instantaneous lipid directive upon
function of potassium frequency of derived

thyroid inertia. 

930



“Tooth Wash” is an instantaneous
function of derivative of biochemical

hygiene:

Instantaneous measure derives sodium chloride
upon displaced mitochondria interval of static

magnesium differential upon inverse dopamine
threshold of lipid congruent dimension of

intermittent velocity.

931



“Dem” is my hypothesis towards the
return of fertility:

Differential upon variant static pressure of limit
and interval upon designated field derives

instantaneous hypothalamus derivative upon
instantaneous dimension of mononucleic

threshold upon instantaneous cellular membrane
velocity of differential of instantaneous

mitochondria acceleration and designated interval
of returned thalamus directive of inert endocrine

frequency.

932



“Differential Stasis” is my hypothesis
towards rectifying maternal mortality:

Derivative upon static limit upon invariable
endocrine dissension defers instantaneous

pressure upon dislocated enzyme threshold upon
hippocampus redress.

933



“Neural Invariability” is my
hypothesis towards rectifying infant

mortality:

Dissension upon return of dopamine limit denies
variance upon thalamus regenerative pressure

upon variant mitochondria vestige.

934



“Ascension Derivative” is my
hypothesis towards deformity

prevention:

Pressure dislocated upon invariable limit directs
invariable limit upon threshold of hippocampus

directive of static lymph designated field of
inversion of return of lipid dimension of measure.

935



“Disjunction Variable Axis” is my
hypothesis towards initiating

regenerative brain matter for brain
injuries:

Directive upon dimensional integral pressure
defines invariable thalamus degenerative

threshold upon endocrine dimensional field of
static mitochondria pressure of serotonin

velocity.

936



“Rectified Immeasure” is my
hypothesis towards a mechanical

prosthetic integrated with the cortex of
the brain:

Derivative upon zero initiates inversion upon
dissension of returned gravitational pressure
upon denial of instantaneous frequency of

dimensional inertia.

937



“Designated Field” is my hypothesis
towards the rectification of eyesight:

Return upon thyroid disjunction derives
instantaneous mitochondria vestige upon lymph
derivative of differential of retinal frequency of

invariable measure and dissension upon
gravitational limit.

938



“Derivative Inborn Dissension” is my
hypothesis towards the curtailing of

addiction:

Postulate upon directive of sequential limit
defines instantaneous mitochondria pressure

upon thalamus regenerative dopamine threshold.

939



“Determinant Interval Constant” is
my hypothesis towards the function of

the fetus:

Pressure displaced congruent inverts upon
instantaneous return of static mitochondria

displacement of interval upon rational
determined variance.

940



“Vertex Intermittent Inert Frequency”
is anti mental exhaustion medicine:

Interval beyond congruent lipid threshold upon
dissension of return of mitochondria limit defines

thalamus regenerative membrane designation
upon invariable field.

941



The following is a hypothesis towards
brain health:

Derivative upon hippocampus threshold denies
variant displacement upon congruent thyroid

dimension of interval upon instantaneous
serotonin directive of static thalamus prelocation.

942



The following is a hypothesis towards
nervous ascension:

Intermittent prelocated atrophy upon
instantaneous limit derives cerebral interval of
cellular derivative of threshold upon displaced

pressure of determinant enzyme dislocation upon
variant dissension of congruent lipid dimension.

943



The following is a hypothesis towards
the regenerative cell:

Dimension upon instantaneous lipid dissension of
interval of thyroid integral field of mitochondria
variance defines congruent displacement upon

static determinant.

944



“UL” is my hypothesis towards 100%
effective birth control:

Invariable static displaced inert frequency upon
dissension of variable lymph congruent threshold

of instantaneous pressure derives incongruent
variance upon hippocampus endocrine

rationalization of dissension.

945



CHAPTER II

946



MEDICAL HYPOTHESIS
VOLUME II

947



“Denied Interval Calibration” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

tuberculosis:

Derivative upon instantaneous juncture of
cellular inert enzyme pressure upon differential

of static dimension of thyroid inertia and
derivative of inert lymph integral velocity enters

stasis.

948



“Inert Derivative Prelocation” is my
hypothesis towards pain relief:

Instantaneous limit upon quotient of derivative of
nucleic threshold of static limit defers inert

cellular membrane designation of instantaneous
lipid dissension upon measure of interval of
entropy upon thyroid determined pressure.

949



“Instantaneous Quotient Prelocation
Field” is my hypothesis towards

immunity:

Dislocation upon variant integral dissemination
of variable endocrine rationalization of threshold
upon dissension of nucleic field of limit defines

inert variable measure upon instantaneous
quotient of interval upon thalamus derivative of
cellular congruent juncture of determined return.

950



“Nucleic Postulate Derived Stasis” is
my hypothesis towards stroke

prevention:

Dissemination of thyroid interval of integral
mononucleic inert threshold upon variant inertia

of dislocated enzyme postulate upon deferred
measure enters instantaneous congruence.

951



“Deferred Inert Congruence” is my
hypothesis towards aneurysm

prevention:

Derivative upon interval of static hypothalamus
designated membrane dislocation of inert lipid

dimension of dislocated function derives interval.

952



“Dimensional Variant Threshold
Prelocation” is my hypothesis towards

a cure for influenza:

Deference upon instantaneous quotient of nucleic
field of static membrane dislocation of endocrine
prelocation defines instantaneous frequency upon
derivative of hippocampus field of inert measure.

953



“Dislocated Quotient Variable” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

bronchitis:

Derivative of instantaneous neural congruence
upon dimension of absolute threshold of pressure

enters enzyme determinant.

954



“Dislocated Axis Measure” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

emphysema:

Displaced inert cellular field upon instantaneous
quotient of dissension of nucleic function enters

variable endocrine limit.

955



“Inert Variable Prelocation” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

hepatitis:

Dissension upon deferred measure of nucleic
field of static membrane velocity defines

intermittent value upon deferred congruence of
instantaneous lipid derivative of pressure.

956



“Congruence Threshold Interval” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for

malaria:

Definition upon integral velocity of static thyroid
determined quotient of inert cellular isolation

defines instantaneous dissension.

957



“Variable Pressure Intermittent
Stasis” is my hypothesis towards a

cure for high cholesterol:

Derivative upon prelocated atrophy of
instantaneous dimension of cellular determined

axis upon dislocated enzyme postulate of
intermittent stasis defines congruence.

958



“Dislocated Variable Dissension” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for the

common cold:

Derived pressure upon instantaneous limit of
congruent enzyme field of variable limit defines
instantaneous lipid field of inert variable entropy
upon dissension of static mitochondria velocity.

959



“Threshold Field Indeterminant” is
my hypothesis towards anti

menopause:

Derived sequential field of inverse determined
cellular inertia of instantaneous lipid congruence
upon static enzyme pressure enters intermittent

variable stasis.

960



CHAPTER III

961



MEDICAL HYPOTHESIS
VOLUME III

962



“Metafield Denial Prelocation” is my
hypothesis towards vitality of the

blood:

Dislocated variance upon integral lymph
directive of endocrine derivative upon prelocated
measure defines instantaneous congruence upon

inert thyroid displaced vestige of continuity.

963



“Derivative Insequence Inertia” is my
hypothesis towards vitality of the

metabolism:

Congruent field upon instantaneous pressure of
static nucleic threshold of instantaneous cellular
juncture upon threshold of hippocampus redress

enters inert pressure.

964



“Dissolution Variance Dissension” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for the

fever:

Inert postulate upon integral dislimit upon
enzyme designated threshold of instantaneous

quotient of static thalamus redress enters
prelocation.

965



“Field Designated Variable Dislimit” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for the

ulcer:

Designated integral value upon instantaneous
quotient of hippocampus variable pressure enters

dislocated enzyme redress.

966



“Determinant Value Integral Field” is
my hypothesis towards anti bacteria:

Fission upon variable static interval of
instantaneous hypothalamus variant limit enters

dislimit.

967



“Congruent Axis Dislimit Pressure” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for food

poisoning:

Derivative upon influx of derived melatonin
quotient upon invariable mitochondria pressure

enters instantaneous return.
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“Designated Interval Static Entropy”
is my hypothesis towards a cure for

the tumor:

Derivative upon congruence of inert static
thalamus redress enters instantaneous quotient.
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CHAPTER IV

970



INTOXICANT ANTIDOTE
HYPOTHESIS

VOLUME I

971



“Determinant Dioxide Return” is my
hypothesis towards an antidote to

heroin:

Inverse threshold upon chloride derivative of
instantaneous magnesium differential of nitric

sulfate and intermediary potassium velocity upon
static oxide prelocation defers interval upon

integral sodium quotient.
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“Derivative Influx Nitrous Ion” is my
hypothesis towards an antidote to

methamphetamine:

Indeterminant prelocation of intermediary
potassium sulfate differential upon magnesium
chloride interval upon dislocated nitric inertia

defines incongruent pressure.
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“Threshold Magnesium
Indeterminant” is my hypothesis

towards an antidote to L.S.D.:

Pressure upon inert dioxide derivative of
intermediary sulfur acceleration enters

displacement.
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“Prelocated Measure Sulfur Interval”
is my hypothesis towards an antidote

to PCP:

Indeterminant vestige upon stasis of sulfuric
intermediary of inert variable potassium
frequency defers instantaneous quotient.
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“Pressure Analogous Chloride Influx”
is my hypothesis towards an antidote

to cocaine:

Prelocated dislocation of invariable nitrous
differential of static magnesium sulfate derivative

of instantaneous sulfuric pressure and
instantaneous magnesium oxide dissension enters

derivative.
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“Interval Magnesium Differential” is
my hypothesis towards an antidote to

marijuana:

Pressure upon inert chloride derivative of interval
of potassium inertia dislocates.
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“Measure Chloride Derivative” is my
hypothesis towards an antidote to

psilocybin:

Postulate upon derived sulfuric pressure defines
instantaneous nitric velocity.
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“Derivative Nitric Prelocation” is my
hypothesis towards an antidote to

alcohol:

Dissension upon invariable magnesium quotient
of static intermediary sulfuric frequency of

instantaneous nitric determinant enters
dislocation.
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CHAPTER V

980



THE ARTIFICIAL EYE

Differential upon axis of lymph designated field
of interval of static cerebral dissension enters

variable pressure.

Axis juxtaposed beyond interval of static inert
mitochondria derivative of instantaneous quotient

enters instantaneous limit.

Postulate upon retinal variance defines congruent
derivative upon instantaneous threshold of

frequency of derived pressure of lipid
gravitational measure.
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CHAPTER VI
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PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER
HYPOTHESIS

VOLUME I
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“Interval Derivative” is my hypothesis
towards a cure for schizophrenia:

Instantaneous inert displacement of invariable
designated withdrawal upon directive of
hypothalamus displacement of melatonin

continuity accelerates degenerative membrane
isolation integral upon the instantaneous

frequency of enzyme pressure upon determined
invariable dopamine designation within inert
cardiovascular designation of instantaneous
determined threshold of vestige of serotonin.
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“Dimensional Returned Velocity” is
my hypothesis towards a cure for

bipolar disorder:
Inert displaced stasis upon dopamine threshold of

degenerative pressure of thalamus variance
defines inverse pressure upon thyroid dissension
upon variable threshold of melatonin designation.
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“Neural Response Designation” is my
hypothesis towards a cure for

depression:
Invariable limit unjuxtaposed upon insequence
and derivative of immune function designates
field upon mitochondria vestige of prelocated

dissension of static thyroid displacement.
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CHAPTER VII

987



QUII

Designated field upon cerebral vestige of
instantaneous dislocation of variant lymph

pressure denotes incongruent derivative upon
dissension of threshold of frequency.

Pressure upon invariable dislocated thyroid
dimension of acceleration of enzyme function

upon gravitational cellular determined juncture of
hippocampus redress defers congruent variable
serotonin interval upon thalamus directive of

instantaneous equilibrium.
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CHAPTER VIII

989



CEREBRAL STASIS

Instantaneous pressure upon dislocated field of
dissemination of juncture of dopamine inert

congruence upon thalamus vestige of prelocated
function of frequency derives intermediary

dissension upon variant limit of mitochondria
influx.

Prelocated vestige of instantaneous thyroid
interval of static derivative upon lipid threshold

of congruence of directive of nucleic acceleration
defines interval upon intermediary quotient of

directive of thalamus juncture upon derivative of
serotonin displacement.

Postulate upon dissemination of pressure of
instantaneous lymph determinant upon

determined endocrine threshold of inert variance
defines instantaneous limit.
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PART X

PHILOSOPHY

991



CHAPTER I

992



AXIOM

993



The active status of the world is a battle for
control of the present moment.

994



The will is opposed to entirety, in the active will
of an individual, all reality is challenged.

995



Is who you are born of honesty or what is
advantageous?

996



If you were for all life, then what is the enemy
plaguing this world?

997



If you renounced the world and the self, would
there be anything left for you to find?
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In the end…. did the world happen to you or did
you happen to the world?

999



What is ambition but rebellion against the status
quo?

1000



One moment of sincere wonder can have more
power than a century of wrath.

1001



I endear towards wisdom the folly of question.

1002



Constructs of chaos upon judgment become
constructs of order.

1003



Solitude is a pestilence unto the world and a
teacher unto the soul.

1004



The honest appeal to reason masters coercion.

1005



What sometimes seems like needs a year of
preparation, you can begin now.

1006



There is no justice lest the justice we create.

1007



The mind can see farther than the eye.

1008



Under the same sun do we not all have a different
day?

1009



If despair is not looked well upon within a
society then surely art must be the safest crux by

which to make such experiences known.

1010



Out of ignorance comes the true character.

1011



What a privilege to be misunderstood.

1012



Passionate romanticism drives the vision, while
tempered reason designs the blueprints, while
strength and persistence builds the structure.
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The solemn tribute to an appreciation is the
understatement.

1014



The flower is in the seed.

1015



If the antagonist to your dream defeats you, you
do not deserve the dream.

1016



The open meadow of undone and prime potential
for new and imaginative creation is a tangibility
of a stasis of the storm, a form of order out of
chaos, realized as the fertile ground of infinite

possibility occurring in a moment.
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The sword of reason can always pierce through
the winds of futility.
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CHAPTER II

1019



THE INTERVAL OF HISTORY

Juncture upon determinant justification of
premise defers definition.

Invariable threshold upon designated measure
enters value.

Prelocation upon differential of incongruent
function limits variance.

Postulate upon designated derivative of absolute
defines measure.
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CHAPTER III

1021



ANALOGOUS ORDER

Threshold of determined congruence defers one.

Postulate upon function defines interval.

Derivative of value enters variable.
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CHAPTER IV

1023



POINT AND TOTALITY

Measure upon derived threshold of quotient of
determined interval remands postulate.

Congruence upon intermittent field enters
recourse.

Postulate unjuxtaposed beyond field of static
measure enters requisite denial of juncture upon

threshold.

Intermittent value upon dislocated measure
defines function.
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PART XI

PHYSICS
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CHAPTER I

1026



ANTIVARIABLE

Designated limit defines congruency.

Pressure denies instantaneous return.

Limit upon directive of pressure defines measure.

Interval upon static field defines function.

Limit denies variable.
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CHAPTER II

1028



DIFFERENTIAL SPHERE

Inexact postulate upon derived frequency denies
constant.

Pressure disjunction upon field measures
absolute.

Pressure upon dislocated axis derives gravity.
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CHAPTER III

1030



INVERSE SINGULARITY

Derivative upon congruent variable dissension
returns.

Inanimate force denies return.

Threshold upon instantaneous limit defines
variable.

Differential upon integral variance enters limit.
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CHAPTER IV

1032



MULTIPOLARITY

Disjunction upon velocity measures static field.

Postulate upon frequency of dimensional inertia
denies limit.

Gravitational field returns invariable
acceleration.

Determined vestige upon disjunction of threshold
measures constant.

Pressure denies frequency.

Threshold upon entropy derives one.
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CHAPTER V

1034



MULTIVARIABILITY

Denial upon variant gravitational inertia
postulates constant.

Pressure upon dislocated function of dimensional
threshold postulates juncture.
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CHAPTER VI

1036



HYDRASPHERE

Interval displaced beyond incongruent measure
determines field.

Influx determined variance defines insequential
determinant.

Pressure upon invariant determinant vestige upon
determinant force prelocates inert dimension.

Postulate upon inertia defines absolute.
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CHAPTER VII

1038



HYDRASYNTHESIS

Differential upon invariable frequency derives
return.

Disjunction upon inverse threshold denies
absolute.

Pressure upon gravitational measure inverts.

Postulate upon differential denies congruent
interval.

Limit unjuxtaposed upon variant differential
denies acceleration.

Pressure upon dislocated field denies frequency.
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CHAPTER VIII

1040



PLASMASYNTHESIS

Instantaneous return derives interval.

Measure upon disjunction defines pressure.

Derivative upon gravitational derivative denies
frequency.

Velocity upon return inverts.

Instantaneous field measures static interval.

Determined threshold defines instantaneous
postulate.
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CHAPTER IX

1042



THE HELIX

Postulate upon differential of inverse axis derives
instantaneous limit.

Pressure upon gravitational field defines inert
variance.

Dislocated velocity upon differential of static
velocity derives instantaneous axis.

Postulate upon derivative of static measure enters
field.
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CHAPTER X

1044



DERIVATIVE POLARITY

Function dissension upon inverse axis defines
pressure.

Limit upon variant dislocation of integral
gravitational vestige of inert dimension enters

congruence.

Juncture upon displaced measure enters variant
threshold of instantaneous axis.

Postulate upon deferred matrice enters
singularity.
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CHAPTER XI

1046



DIMENSIONAL PROXY

Designated measure denied upon invariable
pressure dislimits juncture.

Postulate upon inverse threshold enters
gravitational axis.
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CHAPTER XII

1048



CHEMICAL MAGNETISM

Insequence upon return of absolute deference
upon inversion upon static field denies pressure.

Dislimit upon postulate of inert measure defines
incongruent threshold of instantaneous field.

Pressure dislocated upon invariable frequency
denies deference upon static limit.
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CHAPTER XIII

1050



SQUARE QUOTIENT

Instantaneous interval upon dislocated variant
field defines congruent dimension.

Postulate upon integral value derives static
function of instantaneous threshold of

acceleration.

Pressure upon displaced variant axis defines
instantaneous measure.
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CHAPTER XIV

1052



MONISM

Juncture upon invariable field defines
instantaneous limit.

Pressure upon dissension of static variant inertia
defines congruent axis.

Instantaneous frequency upon dislocated interval
of instantaneous threshold of derivative of static

field enters integer.
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CHAPTER XV

1054



PHOTON HARMONIC

Dislimit upon gravitational function of derived
pressure enters variable.

Prelocated variable integer upon instantaneous
congruence dislimits postulate.

Interval upon gravitational threshold of inert
measure defines field.
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CHAPTER XVI

1056



CONVERGANCE

Differential upon static quotient of indivisible
field denies incongruent axis.

Pressure upon instantaneous derivative of
postulate enters interposition.

Limit upon deference of instantaneous
gravitational inert function defines derivative.

Juncture upon deposed frequency enters inertia.

Measure designated upon invariable threshold of
velocity defines integer.
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CHAPTER XVII

1058



ASCENSION

Interval upon juxtaposed force of intermittent
gravitational pressure enters field.

Dislimit upon inert dimensional derivative of
entropy defines dissension.

Juncture of interposed determinant of congruent
postulate determines dimension.

Pressure upon dislocated entropy derives
absolute.
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CHAPTER XVIII

1060



OMNIAXIS

Instantaneous measure upon inverse determinant
of prelocated field derives pressure.

Inert value upon interval of instantaneous
juncture enters differential of static measure and

field.

Postulate upon derivative of gravitational
definition of threshold of absolute velocity enters

zero.

Quotient upon differential of inert pressure and
prelocated dissension defines congruence.

Inert return upon interval of static dimension
defines absolute inertia.
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CHAPTER XIX

1062



GRAVITON

Derivative upon insequence of juxtaposed
dimension of inert variant pressure defines

incongruent quotient.

Postulate upon differential of static recourse and
invariable juncture dislimits inertia.

Acceleration upon differential of static threshold
of instantaneous dimension enters continuity.

Inert pressure upon dislocation of instantaneous
constant of function of axis determines variable.

Congruent dimension upon interval of static
measure derives stasis.
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CHAPTER XX

1064



BOSON

Disjuncture upon harmonic integral vestige of
inverse threshold denies field.

Juncture upon dissension of integral quotient
enters variable.

Instantaneous congruence upon rationalized
determinant of dislocation of pressure defines

measure.
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CHAPTER XXI

1066



NEXUS

Interval upon instantaneous congruence of inert
static dislocation of invariable threshold denies

frequency.

Postulate upon derivative of juncture of inverse
determined limit denies force.
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CHAPTER XXII

1068



WAVE FUNCTION

Rationalized inderivative prelocation longitudinal
proximate analogous gravitational inertia enters

one.

Proximate definition upon derivative function
dislocates variance upon integral axis.

Juncture upon invariable field dislimits
frequency.
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CHAPTER XXIII

1070



THE PARTICLE

Constant instantaneous inertia disjunction derives
invariable fission.

Limit dislocated upon variant field enters
derivative.

Pressure upon inert variable dissension returns.

Congruent determined function of proximate
frequency denies variance.

Limit dislocated upon inert value derives stasis.
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CHAPTER XXIV

1072



THE NUCLEAR FORCE

Disjunction variable function defines
instantaneous entropy.

Derivative upon threshold inverts.

Function defines dissension.

Pressure upon velocity of measure determines
zero.

Instantaneous return upon congruent variable
field derives static gravitational acceleration.

Displaced force upon invariable threshold denies
variable.
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CHAPTER XXV

1074



IMPRESSUM

Disjunction variable inertia upon dislocated
matrice of instantaneous quotient of inverse field

denies deference upon integral value.

Pressure dislocated upon variable function of
integral measure enters instantaneous postulate

upon inversion of static gravitational axis.

Postulate upon derivative of stasis enters
velocity.
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CHAPTER XXVI
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THE INDETERMINANT

Dissolution upon refrain of dislocated function of
variance defines conferred force.

Pressure upon interval of determined variable
sequence enters threshold.

Instantaneous quotient of static gravitational
juncture upon derivative of inert axis enters zero.
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CHAPTER XXVII
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TOTALITY

Postulate upon inverse variance of stasis enters
pressure.

Sequential derivative upon interval of
intermittent variable function of inert dislocated

field defines one.
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CHAPTER XXVIII
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THE PERIODIC TABLE OF
ELEMENTAL FORCE
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CHAPTER XXIX

1082



COORDINATE PRELOCATION

Displaced gravitational function upon inert
longitudinal quotient of entropy derives static
threshold upon juncture of instantaneous axis. 
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Postulate upon inverse indeterminant of
congruent field enters acceleration. 
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Congruent dimension upon dissension of
disjunction of measure defines derivative upon

interval. 
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Dimension upon variant frequency of
gravitational inert pressure defines determinant
upon inverse interval of instantaneous limit of

integral field. 
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CHAPTER XXX

1087



DETERMINED MEASURE UPON
VESTIGE OF LIMIT

Displaced frequency designation entropy inverts
frequency.

The displaced inertia of determined value
displaces upon the limit of designated measure.

The interval of planetary designation displaced
instantaneously constant measures the interval of

congruent frequency of inert limit.
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The determined measure upon the longitudinal
vertex displacing determined value of integral
velocity of limit of congruent measure inverts.

Designated force beyond the limit of congruent
measure of velocity of instantaneous

displacement of frequency of interval of
congruent limit determines frequency.

Limit upon frequency of interval determines
measure.
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CHAPTER XXXI
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THE ORIGIN OF VIRUS AND THE
ARTIFICAL SEED

1091



THE ORIGIN OF VIRUS:

Integral dimension upon variant inversion upon
gravitational pressure defines instantaneous axis
upon derivative of interval.  Instantaneous limit
upon displaced variance determines congruent

dimension.  Return upon threshold of invariable
measure inverts.  Determined frequency upon

designated inert dislocation measures
instantaneous entropy.  Differential upon

invariable gravitational interval of displaced
frequency and instantaneous threshold of

derivative of return defines dislocated frequency.
Interval upon instantaneous limit and threshold of

congruent frequency defines instantaneous
velocity.
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THE ARTIFICIAL SEED:

Designated measure upon differential of static
limit and interval of determined pressure inverts.
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CHAPTER XXXII

1094



DISSENSION OF INSTRISIC
FUNCTION

Refrain upon dissemination of determinant force
denies invariable stasis.

Prelocation upon divergent limit defers measure.

Postulate upon congruence of determined
variable enters axiom.

Limit unjuxtaposed beyond refrain determines
variable force.
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PART XII

POETRY
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CHAPTER I

1097



THE MOURNING

Awakened by light dancing on the plateau

Of my silent reflection within the window

The dream was a journey, my mind was unleashed,

Violently raging into a beast

Removed from the battle, stripped of my pride

My eyes slowly opened, my hopes slowly died

And into the realm of such pity galore

I reluctantly drift like the morning before

Reflection dismiss my hopes and my dreams

For what lies beyond is not what it seems

The men I call friends, they lie and they thieve,

And no woman I know, would I never leave

The tools they call truth, they hardly believe

And the one known as self is the one they deceive
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CHAPTER II
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CLOUDS

A rigid intermission from the grass up to the sky

Of structures and of failures miles wide and miles high

The rain is contradiction of my past and of my fate,

So discreetly indeterminant of what I might create

This solitude of space, the empty threshold inbetween

Is the black of insecurity and the white of the obscene

And the trees are dead like math, grasping life and grasping Earth

With everything they've got, dying for rebirth

The air is intoxication, thin and cold and sinking fast

Into the depths of my creation as my lungs convulse, contrast

The bold, the great, the sad,

The growing fear, the dying man

The weeping Earth, the sky, the sun,

And all this chaos on the run

Self contained in suicide and codependent to survive,

The clouds are masks of what is life

And in beauty they confide
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CHAPTER III

1101



THE HOPE

The sound, the trees, the singing breeze,

As space collides, the moon, the tides

Forever orbit burning Sun,

Half the world asleep as one

Blind to their unconscious fate

Dream as lovers born to hate,

Of why there is so much between

Their will and their reality

Possess, regress, and furthermore

Delay, repay, the final score

But why this cycle does persist

Lies within our living myth

Immune to safety, colored dark, free in slavery to bark,

Outside the cage, beyond the leash,

The condemnation of the weak

The calling of the dead,

The hope, my friend, that time will bring this world to end
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CHAPTER IV

1103



TEMPTRESS

Searing vortex of heaven, oh wall of fire, attract to me my one desire

Afflicted and torn by conscious being, mesmerized just by her ring

In current contact with no other, a storm appears as in a shudder

Does she fear the untamed eye of passion true, or is it I?

Longing for the flame to hold, in ignorance of my own cold

Rain is falling through the breeze that carries it away to sea

A ripple upon pure and clear, glacier's death, reflection near

What mountain is between our touch was built as safety's only crutch

Due sacrifice, attention stripped from my intention to her lips

Ravishing, yet in a cave, her spirit echoes to be saved

To be adored and furthermore, a truth to cry in thunder's roar

Calling battle, throne to bear, might within her gentle stare

Reign beyond a palace weeping, pure and sacred, sown and reaping
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PART XIII

PSYCHOLOGY
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CHAPTER I

1106



NEUROSPHERE

Dislocated axis upon invariable return of
threshold of congruent derivative of measure

enters variance.

Postulate upon interval of static return of
instantaneous quotient enters refrain.

Prelocated interval upon dissemination of
threshold of variant field defines limit.

Interval upon congruent field defers
instantaneous quotient.
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CHAPTER II
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COGNITIVE IMAGINATION

Differential upon variable dissension of integral
field denies congruent displacement of invariable

threshold.

Postulate upon differential of static measure and
instantaneous refrain defines measure.

Conferred derivative upon supplementary
incongruence of stasis of inverse quotient upon

designated juncture of dimension enters variable.
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CHAPTER III
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CRITICAL MODALITY

Inferred variance upon dislocation of integral
vestige of prelocated dissemination of threshold

upon dislocated field enters interval upon
derivative of intermediary function.

Inert dimension upon quotient of instantaneous
function of derivative of postulate denies

inordinate recourse upon vestige of determined
axiom.

Interval upon congruent displaced refrain upon
definition of inert juncture of instantaneous

measure derives one.
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PSYCHOLOGY EXPERIMENT:

THE HOSTILITY TOWARDS AN
INFINITE NUMBER

Regression upon dismissal of determined
inordinate progress of designated valuation

defers inapproximate regulation of indivisible
integer.

Juncture upon derived vestige of dissemination of
dimension of sequence enters interval of

function.

Prelocated rectification of inabsolute differential
of negative variable integrity of measure and

denial of absolute defines theorem.
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AFTERWORD

I am Philip Francis Mazeikas and I was born on
June 13, 1988 in Fallbook, California.  I have two
cats named Lilly and Eliza.  I like to try to create

music and art.  I am an adamant dreamer and
seeker.
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